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Abstract 
An important goal for synthetic organic chemists is the synthesis of the desired isomer 
of a target chemical compound exclusively and in high yield. The value and beauty of the 
Diels-Aider cycloaddition lies in its capacity for selectivity; that is, the isolation of a ingle 
stereoisomer in good yield is possible in many cases. A chemist's knowledge of the typical 
stereochemical outcomes of a variety of Diels-Aider reactions may be used to predict the 
product distribution for their system of interest. There are three type of selectivity generally 
observed in these cycloadditions; the reasons for the selectivity we see are not always clear. 
Endo-exo selectivity is the main focus of this thesis. 
In Chapter 2, the Diels-Aider reaction of 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene with 
butadiene was determined to be exo selective for all of the substituents examined, as was 
predicted from a previous study of a 3-substituted cyclopropene I butadiene system. The 
addition of a second substituent at the C3-position resulted in a greater stabilization of the 
cyclopropene ring when compared to the 3-substituted cyclopropenes; this result can be 
attributed to the anomeric effect. The activation barriers for the 3,3-disubstituted 
cyclopropene I butadiene system were below those of the syn 3-substituted system (for both 
endo and exo addition), mostly due to the substantial relief of ring strain in the 3,3-
disubstituted cyclopropene I butadiene transition state structures. 
Long-range and short-range substituent effects on the reactivity of cyclopentene 
dienophiles were considered in Chapter 3. Disubstitution at C4 (a long-range effect) had 
essentially no impact on the stabilization of the cyclopentene dienophiles, while 
- II -
disubstitution at C I and C2 (the reaction center) resulted in significant changes in the lengths 
of the C l=C2 bonds. The Diels-Aider reactions of the various 4,4- and I ,2-disubstituted 
dienophiles with both butadiene and cyclopentadiene were examined and the most significant 
selectivities were observed for the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene sy tern (exo 
selective) and the I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene I cyclopentadiene system (endo selective). 
Secondary orbital interactions are not possible in the transition state structures of these 
cyclopentene Diels-Aider systems and thus cannot play a role in determining endo-exo 
selectivity. The ob erved selectivities can be rationalized qualitatively by examining the 
favourable and unfavourable interactions between the diene and dienophile in the transition 
state structures. 
The investigation of the Diels-Aider reactions involving cyclopentadiene and its 
substituted analogs in Chapter 4 involved two main objectives: the examination of the endo-
exo and facial selectivities for a large number of diene I dienophile combinations, as well as 
the in-depth analysis of the potential energy curve of the endo dimerization of 
cyclopentadiene. Endo addition was preferred for all of these cycloadditions, which is the 
most commonly observed preference. However, a characterization of the reaction coordinate 
revealed an occurrence considered to be rather atypical for Diels-Alder reactions: the 
existence of the bispericyclic transition state, first discussed in a 200 I communication by 
Caramella et al. This transition state leads to a lower energy Cope transition state later on 
the reaction coordinate. Vibrational frequency data along the curve were examined and 
product distribution was discussed. [n the case of the Diels-Aider reactions of 
- Ill -
cyclopentadiene and its derivatives, the wealth of p-orbitals available for favourable 
secondary orbital interactions are likely the major contributing factor in the determination of 
the endo selectivity observed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction - Stereoselectivity in the Diels-Alder Reaction 
1.1. The Diels-Alder Reaction 
The field of synthetic organic chemistry boasts a diverse array of both simple and 
complex chemical reactions. One of the most widely-used and versati le reactions is the 
Diels-Alder (DA) cycloaddition, recognized by Profs. Otto Diels and Kurt Alder in 1928 (I). 
The reaction occurs between a molecule with a conjugated 1t system (the diene) and another 
with at least one 1t bond (the dienophile). Proceeding through a cycl ic transition tate (TS) 
structure, the cycloaddition involves breaking the three 1t bonds of the starting materials and 
s imultaneously forming two a bonds, resu lting in a six-membered ring product and the 
generation of a new 1t bond. The parent reaction, the cycloaddition of 1,3-butadiene 
(hereafter referred to as butadiene) and ethene, is depicted in Figure 1. 1. 
diene dienophile 
+ 
... ... 
5 \__ ... ... ... \] ( • • ~~ .. , 
" ... , 
Figure 1.1. The DA reaction of butadiene and ethene to form cyclohexene. 
1- 1 
TheDA cycloaddition is valuable to synthetic chemist for many reasons: 
• the formation of a ring and two new a bonds, 
• usually, the use of mild reaction conditions, 
• the potential for all four of the new sp3-hybridized atoms in the DA product to be 
stereogenic centers, and, most importantly, 
• the remarkable selectivity in product formation. 
When multiple products are possible, selectivity is a crucial element for a succes ful 
synthesis. For example, Figure 1.2 illustrates a DA reaction that has been used in the 
synthesis ofkempane diterpenes (2). There are eight possible products for thi cycloaddition. 
Incredibly, the reaction produces only a single isomer; that is, 100% of the 80% yield is the 
product shown. 
0 
0 
toluene, t::. 
80% H 
H H 0 
......___ 
C2 
+ II 
C3 
TBDMSO 
0 0 
Figure 1.2. A step in the synthesis ofkempane diterpenes (Burnell et al. , 1997). This high ly 
selective DA reaction yields the single product in 80% yield. 
1-2 
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If this reaction had produced significant quantities of any of the other seven pos ible 
cycloadducts, isolation of the desired isomer would have been an arduous task. The 
separation of products that are chemically similarorenantiomeric can demand a huge amount 
of time, effort, and cost. Fortunately, knowledge of substituent effects and the electronic and 
steric properties of the diene I dienophile often make it possible for researchers to predict the 
outcome of the reaction and thus modify the reactants accordingly. 
It is widely accepted that the mechanism of the DA reaction is concerted (3). 
However, recent mechanistic studies of the e cycloadditions have been fueled by the idea that 
higher energy stepwise paths are attainable in certain situations. For example, it has been 
shown that the DA cycloaddition of butadiene and ethene (Figure L.l) prefers the 
synchronous concerted mechanism in which both of the a bonds that close the cyclohexene 
ring are formed to the same extent in the TS structure. The stepwise mechanism, however, 
is only 2- 7 kcal mol-1 (8.4- 29.3 kJ mol-1) higher in energy than the concerted path (4). 
The parent reaction depicted in Figure 1.1 actually does not work very well and 
experimental yields are generally low in the absence of optimal reaction conditions (5). 
Typically, a successful DA cycloaddition requires that the diene and dienophile bear 
ubstituents that aid in the redi tribution of electronic charge during the reaction. According 
to Frontier Molecular Orbital (FMO) theory (6), the majority of chemical reactions occur due 
to an interaction of the outlying frontier MOs, the HOMO and the LUMO (the highe t 
occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals, respectively). Substitution on the diene 
and I or dienophile alters the energies of the HOMO and LUMO, thus influencing the 
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reactivity. Optimal reaction conditions ensure the smallest possible energy gap between the 
interacting HOMO - LUMO pair. [n general , the DA cycloaddition may proceed in two 
different ways: normal electron demand and inverse electron demand, as shown in Figure 1.3. 
LUMO of dicnophilc HOMO of dienophilc 
HOMO of dicnc LUMO of dienc 
Normal Inverse 
Figure 1.3. The FMO interactions of the normal and inverse electron demand DA 
cycloadditions. 
A normal electron demand DA reaction involves the in-phase interaction of the 
HOMO of the diene and the LUMO of the dienophile; conversely, the LUMO of the diene 
and the HOMO of the dienophile interact during the inverse electron demand cycloaddition 
(Figure 1.3). An electron-donating group (EDG) such as hydroxyl (-OH) or amino (-NH2) 
on the diene increases the energy of the diene's HOMO and the diene is said to become 
"electron-rich". Conversely, the dienophi le becomes "electron-poor" upon the addition of 
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an electron-withdrawing group (EWG) such as cyano ( -C=N) or fluorine. This substitution 
results in a lowering of the dienophile's LUMO energy. This particular s ituation facilitates 
a normal electron demand DA reaction by decreasing the HOMO-LUMO gap between the 
diene and dienophile (Figure 1.4). 
LUMO 
--------- --- ----- ---*-!=- _j __ ~ --------- --
HOMO 
* * 
* EWG ( II EDG ( fG ( 
Neutral Normal Inverse 
Figure 1.4. The FMO depiction of the neutral , normal, and inverse electron demand DA 
cycloadditions. In the neutral reaction, the mixing of the HOMO (diene) - LUMO 
(d ienophile) is as equally probable as the interaction of the LUMO (diene) - HOMO 
(d ienophile). A ubstituent (EDG or EWG) on the diene and I or dienophile induces changes 
in the relative energies of the FMOs, faci litating either normal or inverse electron demand 
reactions (7). 
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1.2. The Effects of Substitution on Selectivity 
Upon substitution, dienes and dienophiles may become electronically and I or 
sterically altered such that they exhibit distinct preferences for what they can react with. 
Some reactants may become activated by substitution and hence participate in a DA 
cycloaddition without effort; this indicates an enhanced reactivity. Other reactants may 
require more prompting and harsher reaction conditions, while some may not react at all. It 
is important to point out that the combination of diene I dienophile is the key. The two 
reactants of the DA pair must complement each other and enable an easy flow of e lectronic 
charge from one to the other. Diene I dienophile substitution can introduce a variety of new 
and different ways that the reactants can approach each other and hence react (reaction 
modes). The likelihood of a reaction mode occurring is reflected in the activation energy 
barrier, which in turn provides insight into the favourable or unfavourable characteristics of 
the TS structure itself. It is important to point out that the typical DA cycloaddition is 
kinetically controlled, so investigations of this reaction (including selectivity studies) require 
an examination of barrier heights and the TS structures at the peak of those barriers. 
A stereoselective reaction is one which has the capacity to form two or more 
stereoisomeric products but actually yields one product in greater amounts than any of the 
other stereoisomers. The selectivity may be total and result in a s ingle and exclusive product 
(as in Figure 1.2), or it may be partial and yield an unequal mixture of different 
stereoisomers. There are generally three types of selectivity involved in DA cycloadditions: 
regioselectivity, facial (anti-syn) selectivity, and endo-exo selectivity. 
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1.2.1. Regioselectivity 
Regioselectivity is concerned with which "regions" or "ends" of the diene and 
dienophile will preferentially react with one another. In the reaction depicted in Figure 1.2, 
the vertical flipping of the dienophile (and thus exchanging the po itions of C2 and 3) 
would result in another pos ible regioisomeric product in addition to the one shown. 
It wa · previously thought that consideration of the FMO were ufficient for th 
determination of regioselectivity (8), however it has been shown in recent years that this 
simplified method may not be particularly useful for larger systems. The hard and soft acid 
and base (HSAB) principle (9) has been implemented widely to explain the observed 
regioselectivitie for DA cycloadditions. The global e lectrophilicity index of Pan et al. (I 0) 
was extended by Domingo and co-workers in 2002 to create local or regional 
electrophilicitie ; these indices were hown to be useful in the prediction of regioselectivitie. 
for polar DA reactions (II). A recent theoretical paper by Hirao and Ohwada ( 12) proposed 
that their reactive hybrid orbital (RHO) method provides a superior means to obtaining the 
correct experimental regioselectivities for a series of DA cycloadditions. The RHO is 
essentially a single reactive orbital that is localized at the reaction ite and, according to the 
authors, provides a better picture of orbital interactions in the TS structure than the FMO . 
In general , it i. now apparent that other factors (and particularly, other orbitals) contribute 
to the regioselectivity observed in DA reactions, and the investigations continue. 
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1.2.2. Facial (anti-syn) Selectivity 
Facial selectivity has definitely been one ofthe hot buttons of con trover y through the 
years. A diene I dienophile can be envisioned as having two sides, or "faces", which may or 
may not be identical. Facial selectivity, then, refers to the preferential addition of a diene I 
dienophile to a particular face of its DA partner. The simplest scenario would entail 
substitution on one face of the diene I dienophile only. In general, anti modes of addition are 
favoured for these reactions, as the substituent is on the face opposite to the incoming diene 
I dienophile, thus reducing the possibility of steric interactions ( 13). However, in some 
instances, cycloaddition to the same side (syn) as the substituent is overwhelmingly preferred 
( 14). The terms "anti" and "syn" may need to be specifically defined, particularly when both 
faces of the diene and I or dienophile are substituted. In these cases, one needs to state that 
the addition is occurring "anti to .. " or "syn to .. " a specific face of its DA partner. Figure 1.5 
illustrates a simple example of the e two modes of addition. 
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H 
anti syn 
Figure 1.5. The anti and syn TS structure for the en do DA reaction of butadiene and 3-CH3-
cyclopropene. The majority of the hydrogen atoms are omitted for implicity. 
Sometimes, it is the substituent itself that determines the type of facial addition. In 
these instances, the accurate prediction of the anti-syn selectiv ity is usually possible. For 
example, in the case of I ,3-cyclopentadiene (hereafter referred to as cyclopentadiene), the 
substitution of oxygen (as -OH, -OAc, etc., ( 15)) or fluorine ( 16) at the 5-position of the 
diene typically directs the addition syn to the heteroatom. In contrast, 5-substitution of 
cyclopentadiene with bromine ( 17, 18) or iodine ( 18, 15(d)) results in almost exclusively anti 
DA products. When benzene oxide is used as the diene (with the oxygen in a position much 
like that of 5-substituted cyclopentadiene), its DA reaction with dienophiles N-
phenylmaleimide ( 19), ethene (20), and ethyne (20) overwhelmingly prefers anti addition. 
N-Phenylmaleimide itself shows mixed preferences in facial selectivity; it has been shown 
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to prefer either anti or syn addition or, in some cases, no preference at all (21 ). 
A significant number of DA cycloadditions proceed in an unexpected manner and 
conventional steric hindrance/ control arguments can neither predict nor explain the observed 
facial selectivities. There are also reactions in which the structural characteristic of each 
face of the diene I dienophile are identical or very similar, so the facial preference for 
addition, in terms of possible steric problems, is not obvious. Under such circumstances, 
researchers have put forth a variety of theories and justifications to explain the outcome of 
these cycloadditions. Some of these explanations involve hyperconjugation effects ( 14(a), 
15(c), 22), orbital mixing I tilting (23), and electrostatic interactions (24). 
At this point, it is sufficient to tate that steric hindrance influences the anti-syn 
selectivity of the majority of DA systems. Also, there is no one theory for explaining those 
systems which behave in a manner that seems to challenge steric expectations. It is believed 
that, if steric arguments cannot adequately explain the results of a DA cycloaddition, there 
are likely many smaller effects that come into play. Undoubtedly, this complicates the 
picture and can make facial selectivity difficult to predict. 
1.2.3. Endo-Exo Selectivity 
The majority of this work is concerned with endo-exo selectivity, which has received 
less attention in the literature than the anti-syn selectivity question. There is a reason for this: 
endo addition dominates in most DA reaction and usually only the endo adduct is formed. 
Thus, the interest is not typically what type of endo-exo selectivity we see, but why endo 
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addition is the preferred mode of cycloaddition. 
Endo and exo (from Greek for within and outside, respectively) addition is best 
described in terms of the placement of the dienophile relative to the diene in the TS structure. 
Endo TS have the bulk of the dienophile positioned in close proximity to the bulk of the 
diene (above or below), whereas exo TS structures have the bulk of the dienophile "outside" 
and away from the diene. Figure 1.6 illustrates the difference. 
F 
' 
' ' L~--------- ·1 , 4. _________ .J 
en do exo 
Figure 1.6. The endo and exo TS structures for the DA reaction of cyclopentadiene and 4,4-
difluorocyclopentene. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for simplicity. 
A theory to expla in the overriding tendency for endo addition in DA reactions was 
proposed by Alder and Stein in 1937 (25). The so-called "endo rule" states that the endo TS 
structure is more stable due to the favourable "max imum accumulation of unsaturation". 
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Woodward and Hoffmann extended this idea in 1965 by using FMO theory; they postulated 
that the endo preference could be attributed to significant favourable overlap of the secondary 
orbitals in the endo TS structure (26). The secondary orbitals are the p-orbitals adjacent to 
the primary reaction center of the diene and dienophile. Secondary orbital interactions 
(SOl), then, would involve the overlap of the " in-phase" p-orbitals at these adjacent centers. 
If SOl are present in the TS structure, endo selectivity would surely predominate, a SOl are 
not a possibility for exo addition (Figure 1.7). 
normal ED 
en do 
inverse ED 
en do 
normal ED 
exo 
Figure 1.7. Secondary orbital interactions, illustrated in the normal and inverse electron 
demand endo TS structures of the cyclopentadiene and maleic anhydride DA cycloaddition. 
The exo TS structure is unable to benefit from SOI due to the "outside" position of the 
dienophile in relation to the diene. The primary (bonding) interactions are indicated by the 
hashed lines and the SOl are depicted by thin dashed lines. 
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Many re earchers still maintain that the driving force in the determination of endo-exo 
selectivity is the existence of stabilizing SOT in the endo TS structure (27). However, it has 
been proposed in recent years that SOT may not be as significant as once thought, and that 
numerous other factor play very important roles in endo-exo selectivity. Notably, a paper 
in 2000 by Garda, Mayoral, and Salvatella (28) reviewed some of the more common 
examples used to illustrate SOl, and they concluded that factors such as steric interactions, 
electrostatic effects, solvent effects, etc., can instead be used to explain the observed endo 
selectivity. Indeed, for some DA reaction , it is believed that the very atoms that are 
supposed to participate in these stabilizing interactions are seemingly too far apart in the TS 
structure (approx. 2.8 A or more, (29)) or the secondary orbitals are not oriented properly to 
allow for significant overlap. In addition, not every endo TS structure has secondary orbitals 
available for favourable SOl, yet endo selectivity may prevail in these cases (30). The 
importance (or lack thereof) of SOl in stabilizing the endo TS tructures of DA reactions is 
dealt with in greater detail in later chapters. 
1.3. Computational Methodology 
1.3.1. Diets-Alder Reactions: Computational Studies 
The proliferation of computational studies of the DA cycloaddition in the last couple 
of decades can be attributed to the dramatic increase of both computing power and the 
diversity of computer programs available for performing electronic structure calculations. 
A certain degree of insight can be obtained by viewing the isolated reactants, products, and 
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TS structures at the atomic level, a view that is not readily available to the experimental 
chemist performing aDA reaction in a laboratory setting. Computational studies are meant 
to complement experimental work and vice versa; answers to posed questions and evidence 
for validating theories can be gleaned from both worlds and united to explain observed 
outcomes. 
The DA cycloaddition, in particular, is a beautiful example of how computational 
chemistry can be successfully applied to a chemical problem. The TS structure is of 
particular interest, particularly for selectivity studies; since the reaction is kinetically 
controlled, thi is where the regio- and stereoselectivity is determined. The cycloaddition is 
concerted, thus the typical reaction path is straightforward and the TS structure is fairly easy 
to predict and obtain computationally. In addition, the relatively nonpolar nature of the TS 
permits calculations to be performed in the gas phase. The TS structure differs very little in 
charge distribution from the diene I dienophi le reactants, thus the solvent effect on selectivity 
is quite small. It is well established that aqueous and polar solvents can affect the activation 
barriers of DA reactions to varying degrees ( l4(a), 31 ), but usually the reaction barriers, and 
thus endo-exo selectivity, are not changed relative to each other by a significant amount. The 
omission of solvent effects simplifies the calculations immensely. 
The computational study necessari I y involves a choice of model, the method and ba is 
set to be employed, and the platform upon which calculations will be done. The rationale for 
the choice of molecular systems studied in this work varied, but the ultimate goal was to 
achieve a better understanding of endo-exo selectivity using simple diene I dienophile 
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combinations. Our research methods included: 
• varying the substitution patterns on the dienophile and determining ground state (GS) 
reactivitie , 
• examining systems that did not have the typical endo addition preference (such as the 
3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene I butadiene system in Chapter 2), 
• studying systems in which the electivity could not be explained by SOT (the 
aforementioned system in Chapter 2, as well as the disubstituted cyclopentene I 
butadiene and disubstituted cyclopentene I cyclopentadiene systems in Chapter 3), 
and, 
• investigating a clear case of exclusive endo selectivity and a remarkable example of 
SOl (the dimerization of 5-substituted cyclopentadienes, Chapter 4). 
The Gaussian suite of programs (32) was chosen to perform the calculations. In 
general, density functional theory (OFf) was used in conjunction with basis sets such as 6-
31 G(d) or 6-31 ++G(d). 
1.3.2. Density Functional Theory 
Depending on the objective of the study, the examination of moderately-sized systems 
generally requires an ah initio (first principles) method or OFf. Ah initio methods calculate 
a molecular wavefunction and molecular orbital energies; the properties of the system can 
be calculated from the optimized wavefunction, 1¥. OFf, however, is based on the 
determination of the molecular electron probability density p, from which the electronic 
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energy is obtained. 
Unlike the ab initio wavefunction 'P, which is not a measurable "observable" feature 
of atoms and molecules and thus cannot be probed experimentally, the electron density pis 
an experimentally observed property. In add ition, 'P is a function of 4N variables: three 
spatial coordinates and one spin function for each of N electrons. Thus, the complexity of 
'P increases dramatically with the size of the ystem and the computational effort involved 
in its determination becomes tremendous. In contrast, p remains a function of three spatial 
coordinates, regardless of system size. Calculations using DFT are also computationally 
inexpensive and often the results obtained are of the same quality as a second-order M¢11er-
Piesset (MP2) calculation or better. 
The type of OFT method is indicated by the definition of the exchange-correlation 
energy functional, Exc [p(r)]. Exc can be written as a sum of an exchange energy functional 
and a correlation energy functional : Exc =Ex + Ec. A main focus of the research in OFT is 
the search for better functional to represent the exchange-correlation energy. If the exact Exc 
was known, OFT could provide the exact total energy of the system, including electron 
correlation. Of the many functional s available today, B3L YP is one of the most reliable and 
has the added advantage of being around long enough to be widely tested. B3L YP (or 
Becke3L YP) is a hybrid exchange-correlation three parameter (83) functional which 
incorporates the exchange energy functional developed by Becke in 1993 (33) with the 
gradient-corrected correlation energy functional of Lee, Yang, and Parr (LYP, (34)). It has 
been well established that OFT calculations (in particular, the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level of 
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theory) give reasonable activation baiTiers for pericyclic reactions as well as rel iable 
geometries for GS and TS structures (35). For this reason, it is the main methodology 
presently used by researchers to study DA reactions and it is implemented in this body of 
work as well. 
While it is recognized that the context in which the term "ground state" is used in this 
thesis is not entirely appropriate ("equilibrium structure" would be a better choice), we have 
nonetheless used the term "ground state" to indicate the lowest energy equilibrium tructure 
for a g iven reactant in the following series of studies. In addition, all energies reported are 
self-cons istent field (SCF) energies and are not corrected for zero point energy (ZPE). The 
ZPE corrections, if applied, would result in only minor changes, if any, in the reported 
energies and these differences would not be reflected in the endo-exo selectivity or any other 
energy analysis to a signi ficant degree. 
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Chapter 2 
Exo Selectivity and the Effect of Disubstitution in the Diels-Alder Reactions 
of Butadiene with 3,3-Disubstituted Cyclopropenes 
Background and Preamble 
Our previous computational examination of the endo-exo and anti-syn selectivities 
in the 3-substituted cyclopropene I butadiene DA reaction (6) served as a wo1thy contribution 
to a debate in the literature regarding the factors that determine endo-exo selectivity for 
systems with cyclopropene dienophiles. This in-depth study addressed a number of 
significant issues and described some interesting features of this DA reaction. First, the 
effect of the 3-substituent on the reactivity of cyclopropene was illustrated by a plot showing 
the strong correlation between the stabilization upon substitution and the substituent's 
electronegativity. The stabilization energies (~E;,odcsmic) indicated that 3-substitution results 
in a stabilization of the cyclopropene ring for almost all substituents considered (an exception 
was SiH3, which gave a positive ~E;,odc,mic), and the degree of stabi lization increases with 
increasing electronegativity. Second, it was shown that the activation energies of the anti 
additions correlate quite well with the electronegativity of the 3-substituent, while the syn 
additions show little or no correlation with electronegativity. This was depicted in a plot of 
the activation energies of all four modes of addition for the 3-substituted cyclopropene I 
butadiene DA reaction versus electronegativity (Figure 2A). 
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Figure 2A. A plot of activation energies (endo-anti (&), exo-anti ( 6. ), endo-syn ( • ), and exo-
syn (O)) versus electronegativity of the substituent atom or group for the DA reaction of 3-
substituted cyclopropene with butadiene. Modified version of Figure 5 in: J. D. Xidos et al. 
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2001, 123, 5482. 
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Figure 2A illustrates the high degree of facial selectivity for thi reaction, particularly 
for the endo cycloadditions. We also noted that, for the syn addition reactions, exo addition 
is preferred overendo for every substituent examined. This finding was intriguing, and it was 
predicted that if the question of facial selectivity were removed and the reactions were 
permitted to proceed via syn addition only, then exo selectivity would prevail. This would 
be accomplished in the present study by adding a second identical substituent to C3 of 
cyclopropene, thereby obtaining 3,3-di ubstituted cyclopropene and effectively eliminating 
the issue of anti-syn selectivity in its reaction with butadiene. In addition, we were interested 
in the effect on the cyclopropene GS reactivity that results from the addition of the second 
substituent to C3. 
The calculations involving the 3-substituted cyclopropene I butadiene reaction were 
initially performed using the 6-31 ++G(d) basis set (6). This was deemed necessary at the 
time in order to adequately describe any stabilizing " H-n" interactions in the transition state 
structures that may have been important in deciding the endo-exo selectivity. While it was 
concluded that these interactions were not energetically significant and thus could not be a 
determining factor of selectivity, it was decided to continue us ing this basi. set for the present 
study as well. Therefore, the data for the 3-substituted cyclopropene I butadiene reaction 
were updated to the B3L YP/6-31 ++G(d) level of theory to allow for comparison to the 
present 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene I butadiene system. 
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Exo Selectivity and the Effect of Disubstitution in the Diels-Aider Reaction 
of Butadiene with 3.3-Di ubstituted Cyclopropenes ** 
Abstract: A density functional computational tudy was performed to accomplish two tasks: 
to examine the endo-exo selectivity in the Diels-Aider reactions of 3,3-disubstituted 
cyclopropenes with s-cis-butadiene, and to study the effect of disubstitution on the reactivity 
of the cyclopropene dienophile. Cyclopropene is substituted at C3 with CH3, Si H3, NH2, PH2, 
OH, SH, F, and Cl; both 3-substituted and 3,3-disubstituted ground states are examined to 
determine relative reactivities. The exo transition state structures are consistently lower in 
energy than the endo transition state structures for the 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene I 
butadiene system, and surprisingly, both modes of addition have lower activation barriers 
than the syn 3-substituted cyclopropene I butadiene system. Through a series of isode mic 
reactions, we have concluded that there is an additional stabilization in the transition . tate 
structures of the 3,3-disubstituted system that can account for the lowering of the activation 
barriers below that of the 3-substituted cases. This stabilization is a combination of the 
anomeric effect and the ring relaxation that occurs in the transition state structure. 
** This chapter is a modified version of the publication: Gosse, T. L.; Poirier, R. A. Can. 
J. Chem. 2004, 82, 1589. 
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2.1. Introduction 
It has been demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically that the majority of 
Diels-Aider (DA) cycloadditions show a preference for the formation of endo product (I , 
2). This preponderance for endo selectivity has been hown in a variety of studies involving 
cyclopropene and its 3-substituted derivatives (3). There have been some specific instances 
of exo selectivity encountered for this fami ly of cyclic dienophiles with various dienes (4), 
however this phenomenon is typically not seen and no explanation exists for the exo 
electivity. 
The endo preference of chemical systems has been explained mainly by the argument 
of favourable "secondary orbital interactions" (SOl) in the endo geometry, first suggested by 
Woodward and Hoffmann (5); these interactions are defined as the overlap of the frontier 
molecular orbital at the non-reacting 1t centers of the diene and dienophi le at the transition 
state (TS). In the case of the cyclopropene and butadiene endo reaction, this interaction 
would occur between the syn hydrogen at C3 of cyclopropene and the 1t ystem of butadiene. 
While SOl has been the most popular argument discussed in terms of explaining endo 
selectivity, there are an increasing number of studies providing ev idence that les. ens its 
s ign ificance. Xidos et aJ. (6) deduced that these "H-n" interaction were not energetically 
sign ificant enough to be a deciding factor of endo-exo selectivity, and Salvatella et al. (7) also 
disputed the importance of SOl in DA reactions; both groups state that steric interaction 
arguments may be invoked to explain endo-exo selectivity. A recent paper by Ogawa and 
Fujimoto (8) employed numerical analysis in the examination of the endo TS of butadiene 
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and maleic anhydride; they deduced that SOl are much less significant than previously 
thought. 
In recent literature, we have not encountered a theoretical examination of the 3,3-
disubstituted cyclopropene and butadiene system, and this is the focus of the present study. 
An extensive analysis of the facial and endo-exo selectivity of the 3-substituted cyclopropene 
and butadiene addition reaction (6) suggested that the disubstituted ystem should show 
considerable preference for exo addition. Latypova and co-workers (9) examined the DA 
reactions of 3-methyl-3-cyanocyclopropene with a variety of dienes experimentally, and all 
cases were hown to be stereospecific with the cyano group in the syn position of the TS; exo 
selectivity was found for the furan-type dienes. Apeloig et al. (I 0) determined the 
stereoselectivity of three different cyclopropene derivatives (none of which were 3,3-
disubstituted as in the present case) with a series of substituted dienes by using X-ray and 
NOE studies; one of the cyclopropene reactants, I ,2,3,3-tetrachlorocyclopropene, was shown 
to be exo selective when reacted with some 1-substituted- 1 ,3-dienes. This group predicted 
at that time that 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropenes would yield exo selective products with 
open-chain dienes. Boger and Brotherton (I I) studied the DA reactions of cyclopropenone 
ketals with electron-rich, electron-poor, and neutral dienes; nearly all of the reactions 
produced the exo cycloadduct only, and it was concluded that this exo preference was a result 
of steric factors in the endo TS structure. 
Cyclopropene is the simplest cyclic dienophile, and its reactivity can be easily 
modified by substitution at the C3 position. The cycloaddition reaction of3,3-disubstituted 
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cyclopropene to butadiene is an ideal system for studying reactivity and steric effects on the 
endo-exo electivity. Herein we examine a series of these reactions, and where applicable, 
compare the results with those obtained for the previously studied 3-substituted cyclopropene 
I butadiene system (6). 
2.2. Computational Methods 
Ground state (GS) minima for cyclopropene and its derivatives, di substi tuted at C3 
by CH3, SiH3, NH2, PH2, OH, SH, F, and CI, and s-cis-butadiene, as well as TS structures for 
the endo and exo DA cycloadditions were initially obtained using MUNgauss ( 12) at the 
HF/6-3 1 ++G(d) level of theory. All subsequent calcu lations were performed with Gaussian 
98 ( 13). The GS and TS structures were further optimized using B3L YP/6-3 1 ++G(d). All 
probable rotational minima were determined for those 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene GSs 
with conformational mobility; the GS cyclopropenes reported here refer to the rotational 
global minimum determined at B3L YP/6-31 ++G(d), unless otherwise noted. Likewise, all 
probable rotational minima for the endo and exo TSs with CH3, SiH3, NH2, PH2, OH, and SH, 
disubstituted at C3 of the dienophile, were obtained. In all cases, the s-cis-butadiene with a 
four-carbon torsion of 3 1.9° was used as the GS minimum for the diene. Frequency 
calculations confirmed that all GS minima had no imaginary frequencies and all TS structures 
had a single imaginary frequency. 
Al l GS and TS structures for the previously studied 3-substituted cyclopropene I 
butadiene system (6) were updated to the B3L YP/6-3 1 ++G(d) level of theory to al low for 
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comparison to the present 3,3-disubstituted system. 
2.3. Results and Discussion 
2.3.1. Ground State Cyclopropenes 
The stabilization of the various 3-substituted cyclopropene GSs was studied in a 
previous examination via an isodesmic reaction, which quantified the effect of substitution 
at C3 of cyclopropene relative to a simi larly substituted methane derivative. These isodesmic 
energies showed a very good correlation with the e lectronegativity (14) of the substituent 
atom or group. The examined substituents, with the exception of SiH3, showed astabilization 
of the cyclopropene ring upon substitution and the degree of stabilization increased with 
increasing electronegativity. This suggested that the stabilization of cyclopropene is strongly 
influenced by the strength of a withdrawal by the substituent. 
A similar investigation was conducted in the present study for the 3,3-disubstituted 
cyclopropenes and the results then compared to those obtained for the updated 3-substituted 
cyclopropenes. Schemes 2. 1 and 2.2 show the isodesmic reactions considered here and Table 
2. 1 includes the isodesmic stabi lization energies (~E\ab and ~Exxslab) for both reaction . 
Schcn-e 2. 1 ~ + CH3X ){ + CH4 
Schcn-c 2.2 
){ 
+ CH3X £( + c~ 
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Scheme 2. 1 represents the effect (stabilization or destabilization) on the cycloprop ne 
ring that results from the addition of one substituent (X) to C3 of cyclopropene relative to a 
similarly substituted methane. The X substituents of the methane detivatives all have a 
staggered conformation. Scheme 2.2 repre ents the stabilization I de tabilization of 3-
ubstituted cyclopropene resulting from the addition of the second X to C3 of 3-substituted 
cyclopropene relative to a similarly monosubstituted methane derivative. 
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Table 2.1. Energy data (kJ mol-1) and GS bond lengths (A) for 3-substituted and 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropenes at B3L YP/6-
31 ++G(d). Isodesmic energy data for the 3,3-disubstitution of cyclopropane and the results of Scheme 2.5 areal o included. 
GS isodesmic tabil ization energies 
conformation 
ubstituent" 3-sub 3,3- group LlEx,tab LlExx d tab LlEanome LlLlErin{ 
disubb electronegativity'" (anom I ring) 
SiH3 tag 1C 1.9 1 3.1 4.7 -5.7 10.4 
PH2 stag 2B 2. 17 -10.8 -5.7 -4.3 -1 .4 
H - - 2.20 0 0 0 0 
CH3 stag 1A 2.56 -14.4 -11.9 -12.1 0.2 
SH gauche 3A 2.63 -23.8 -14.1 -10. 1 -4.0 
Cl - - 3.05 -39.5 -4.0 4 .3 -8.3 
NH2 gauche 2D 3.10 -34.2 -44.8 -34.2 - 10.6 
OH stag 3A 3.64 -48.5 -57.7 -69.5 11.8 
F - - 4.00 -57.5 -43.1 -39.1 -4.0 
Table 2.1., cont. 
3-substituted 3,3-disub tituted 
cyclopropene cyclopropene 
sub tituent" CI-C3 CI=C2 CI-C3 CI=C2 
C2-C3 C2-C3 
SiH3 1.528 1.292 1.546 1.289 
PH2 1.515 1.294 1.515, 1.518 1.295 
H 1.511 1.296 1.511 1.296 
CH3 1.511 1.299 1.513 1.300 
SH 1.498, 1.494 1.298 1.488 1.301 
Cl 1.471 1.306 1.456 1.310 
NH2 1.508, 1.490 1.306 1.493 1.3 13 
OH 1.486 1.311 1.468 1.3 12 
F 1.466 1.309 1.445 1.321 
" Substituents are placed in order of increasing electronegativity. 
1
' Conformations for 3,3-di ubstituted cyclopropenes as per Figures 2.1 , 2.2, and 2.3. 
"Group electronegativities as per ref. 14. 
" Results from Scheme 2.2. 
,. Results from Scheme 2.4. 
l . XX · Calculated a ~E ,tab (anom I nng)- ~Eanom (as per Scheme 2.5). 
As depicted in Table 2.1, the addition of the first X to C3 of cyclopropene yields a 
stabilization ofthecyclopropene ring for all substituents examined except SiH3, which is only 
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slightly destabilized. The e results are comparable to the previous energies obtained at the 
Hartree-Fock (HF) level. The value of ~E\ab increases with the electronegativity of X, 
sugge ting a gradual reduction in the reactivity of the dienophile with the increasing 
electronegativ ity of the 3-substituent. The energies from Scheme 2.2 indicate a further 
stabilization upon the addition of the second X to 3-substituted cyclopropene for all 
substituents examined with the exception of SiH3, which is further destabilized upon 
substitution. 
It is clear that the addition of X to unsubstituted cyclopropene and the addition of the 
second X to the 3-substituted cyclopropene are not equivalent. Generally, the greatest degree 
of stabi lization (or destabilization) of the cyclopropene ring comes with the addition of the 
first X sub tituent. Upon addition of the second X to 3-substituted cyclopropene, we see that 
the most electronegative groups (NH2, OH, and F) give significantly larger stabilization 
energies than the other substituents. This can be explained by the occurrence of the anomeric 
effect ( 15), which measures the extent to which two substituents bonded to the same spl-
hybridized carbon interact with each other. For NH2, OH, and F, this large stabilizing 
interaction result from the lone pair of one substituent donating electron density to the a * 
system of the other, and vice versa. As a means of expressing this effect quantitatively for 
the most basic molecular system of disubstituted methane, we considered the isode mic 
reaction shown in Scheme 2.3. 
Scheme 2.3 + 
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The result obtained at B3LYP/6-3 1 ++G(d) for X= OH (LlE = -63.6 kJ mol. 1) clearly 
shows a significant anomeric stabi lization. The two other electronegative substituents, NH2 
(LlE = -3 1.9 kJ mol.1) and F (LlE = -46.6 kJ mot 1) give similar results. The remaining 
substituents in this study exhibit sign ificantly less stabilization upon disubstitution. 
Another substituent worthy of note is Cl, which give a slightly destabi li zing 
anomeric effect (Scheme 2.3, calculated LlE of CH2Cl2 = 4.9 kJ mol-1) . As can be seen in 
Table 2.1, the addition of the second Cl to C3 of 3-CI-cyclopropene results in little 
stabilization (LlEx\wb = -4.0 kJ mol-1) compared to the addition of the first C l to 
cyclopropene, which is very stabilizing. This indicates that the second Cl should have very 
little effect on the stability and reactivity of the dienophile as compared to 3-CI-cyclopropene. 
An examination of the 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene GS geometries (Table 2. 1) 
reveals trends s imilar to that of the 3-substituted cyclopropenes as the electronegati vity of the 
substituents increase. Table 2.1 include the C-C and C=C bonds of both types of 
dienophiles with the various substituents. The addition of increasingly electronegative 
substituents results in a longer, and thus more e lectron-deficient C=C bond, as well as 
generally shorter C-C bonds of the cyclopropene ring, in compari son to cyclopropene itself. 
In comparing the 3- ub tituted to the 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropenes for each substituent, 
we can see the effect of disubstitution on the molecular geometry. The C=C bonds are 
generally longer in the 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropenes, and the degree of e longation 
increases upon the disubstitution of stronger electron-withdrawing groups. An exception is 
SiH3, which exhibits a further shortening of the C=C bond. This geometric trend supports 
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the energy data; the cyclopropenes with the longer, more e lectron-defici ent C=C bonds are 
also the more stable structures. [n addition, the C-C bonds get substantially shorter upon 
disubstitution of electron-withdrawing groups and generally longer for electron-donating 
groups. In relation to the unsubstituted cyclopropene, we see that 3,3-disubstitution has 
similar effects on the ring as 3-substitution. The nature of the substituent (electron-
withdrawing or -donating) affects the geometries and stabilization energies in a similar way; 
however, the anomeric effect that results from 3,3-disub titution can al o contribute to the 
geometry changes in the ring as well as the stabilization energies. 
2.3.2. Transition State Structures 
Because the dienophile in the present DA reaction is disubstituted at the C3 position, 
we are removing the possibility of anti-syn selectivity and are thus dealing with endo-exo 
selectivity only. In reference 6, plots of activation energies of the four modes of addition 
(endo-syn, endo-anti, exo-syn, and exo-anti) of 3-substituted cyclopropene to butadiene 
versus electronegativity showed that the syn TSs are higher in energy than the anti TSs in all 
cases. However, in looking solely at the syn additions, we see that addition. take place more 
favourably in the exo geometry than in the endo geometry. Thi suggested that if the DA 
reactions could occur via syn addition on ly, as would be the ca e with 3,3-di ubstituted 
cyclopropene I butadiene, the exo geometry would be favoured. 
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Table 2.2. Conformations of substituents for en do and exo addition and L\Ecndo-exo (kJ mor' ) 
for the TS structures of 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene with butadiene. 
conformation 
substituent endo addition I exo addition L\E endo-exo 
SiH3 IB IC 2.8 
PH2 2B 2B 10.0 
CH3 lA lA 7.2 
SH 3B 3B 13.0 
Cl - - 12.0 
NH2 20 2B 12.4 
OH 3A 3A 14.2 
F - - 12.2 
The TS structures of disubstituted CH3-, SiH3-, F-, and Cl-cyclopropenes with 
butadiene each have one endo and one exo structure that are first-order saddle points. In the 
case of the two halogens examined, we see 99.5% exo selectivity with L\E cndo-exo = 12.2 and 
12.0 kJ mol·' at B3LYP/6-31 ++G(d) for F and Cl, respectively (Table 2.2). The 
conformations of the CH3 substituent in the TSs for endo and exo addition are the same 
(conformation lA, Figure 2.1 ). However, for the SiH3 groups, we see a different 
conformation preferred for both the endo (staggered, lB) and the exo (skewed, l C) TS 
structures. In addition, the L\Ecndo-cxo value for the 3,3-SiH3-cyclopropene I butadiene case is 
small ; the exo addition is favoured by a mere 2.8 kJ mol·' (77.4% exo). The L\Ecndo-cxo when 
X= CH3 is calculated to be 7.2 kJ mol·' (95.9% exo). 
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Figure 2.1. The TS structures for 3,3-CH3-cyclopropene with butadiene, endo and exo 
addition (lA); 3,3-SiH3-cyclopropene with butadiene, endo addition (JB); and 3,3-SiH3-
cyclopropene with butadiene, exo addition (lC). 
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The DA reactions of disub tituted NH2-, PH2-, OH-, and SH-cyclopropene with 
butadiene each have multiple first-order saddle points, owing to the rotational possibilities 
for the e substituents. Figure 2.2 illustrates examples of the four pose ible conformations for 
3,3-NH2- and 3,3-PH2-cyclopropene addition to butadiene, and Table 2.2 lists the lowe t 
energy conformer for each mode. Conformations 2A, 28, and 2D were identified for 3,3-
NH2-cyclopropene I butadiene en do and exo addition; 2C is a confirmed second-order saddle 
point for exo addition, but no such conformation was found for endo addition. For the 3,3-
PH2-cyclopropene I butadiene cases, conformations 2A, 2B, 2C, and 2D were found for both 
endo and exo addition. All , except for 2D endo addition, which i second-order. are firs t-
order saddle points. The exo geometries are favoured over the endo forms for each 
conformation. The lowest energy conformation for 3,3-NH2-cyclopropene I butadiene endo 
addition is 2D, unlike the other additions for NH2 and PH2, in which 2B is the preferred 
conformer. 
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Figure 2.2. Examples of TS structures obtained for 3,3-NHior PH2)-cyclopropene with 
butadiene; NH2 endo addition (2A), PH2 endo addition (2B), PH2 exo addition (2C), and NH2 
exo addition (2D ). 
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For the OH and SH substituents, two different first-order conformation (3A and 38) 
were obtained for both endo and exo addition, as illustrated in Figure 2.3 . The 3A and 38 
exo TS structures for both OH and SH are favoured over their endo counterparts. 
Interestingly, the arne conformation (3A) i preferred for both endo and exo addition for 3,3-
0H-cyclopropene I butadiene, while the 38 conformation ha the lowe t energy for both en do 
and exo addition for 3,3-SH-cyclopropene I butadiene. These reactions exhibit essentially 
I 00% exo selectivity with tlEendo-cxo = 14.2 and 13.0 kJ mol·' at B3L YPI6-31 ++G(d) for OH 
and SH, respectively (Table 2.2). In both conformers the H of the syn sub tituent is pointing 
away from the 1t bond (in endo addition) and away from the H' s of C I and C4 of butadiene 
(in exo addition). The OH and SH sub tituent in both of their 3A and 38 conformations are 
positioned so as to minimize steric interactions with one another. 
Figure 2.3. Examples of TS structures obtained for 3,3-0H(or SH)-cyclopropene with 
butadiene· OH endo addition (3A) and SH exo addition (38). 
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Figure 2.4. A plot of L\Eendo-cxo(3- ubstituted, syn, kJ mol-1) versus L\EcmJo-exo(3,3-
disubstituted, kJ mol-1) at B3L YP/6-3 1 ++G(d). 
The 3-substituted cyclopropene I butadiene syn TSs from reference 6 were optimized 
at B3L YP/6-3 1 ++G(d) in order to inve. tigate the effects of disubstitution on energies and 
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structures. Figure 2.4 is a plot of ~Ecndo-cxo of 3-substituted cyclopropene (syn) I butadiene 
versus ~Eendo-exo of 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene I butadiene, illustrating the effect on the 
selectivity of adding the second substituent to the anti position of the monosubstituted syn 
TS. The negative values of ~E for cyclopropene are a result of the endo preference in the 
cyclopropene I butadiene parent system. 
Table 2.3. A comparison of the calculated endo-exo selectivities of 3-substituted 
cyclopropene with butadiene (syn, endo and exo addition) and 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene 
with butadiene (endo and exo addition). All (~)~E's are in kJ mol-'. 
3-substituted cyclopropene 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene 
conf change of X from GS conf change of X from GS 
substituent ~~E" GS to TS I mode of ~Econf GS to TS I mode of ~Econf 
addition addition 
SiH3 0.9 Yes I endo 2.6 Yes I endo 1. 1 
PH2 -0.4 No 0 No 0 
H 0.0 No 0 No 0 
CH3 0.4 No 0 No 0 
SH 0.0 No 0 Yes I en do, exo 1.4 
Cl 1.4 No 0 No 0 
NH2 8.2 Yes I exo 2.2 Yes I exo 8.9 
OH 0.2 Yes I exo 1.9 No 0 
F 2.8 No 0 No 0 
" Calculated as ~Ecndo-cxo(3-substituted , syn) - ~EcnJo-cxo(3,3-disubstituted). 
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A indicated in Table 2.3, mo t of the differences in ~Ecndo-cxo between the 3-
substituted and 3,3-disubstituted cases (~~E) are essentially zero. Since the addition of the 
substituent to the anti position of the syn TS has very little effect on the endo-exo selectivity 
in general, it may be deduced that the change in the nature of the dienophile (from 
monosub tituted to disubstituted) does not play as important a role when the steric 
interactions in the TS are very similar, a is the case here. These similar steric interactions 
(syn substituent positioned over the diene) translate into very similar selectivities. In 
addition, it can be stated that, for this system, if there is a substituent other than Hat the yn 
position of the TS tructure, exo e lectivity will prevail regardles. of the electron-
withdrawing or electron-donating tendency of the substituent. 
In Figure 2.4, a substituent worthy of note is NH2 (~~E = 8.2 kJ mol-1) . An 
examination of the GS and TS structures revealed that for both the 3-substituted and 3,3-
disubstituted NH2 cyclopropene dienophiles, there is a change in conformation of the NH2 
substituent(s) from the GS to the exo TS structure. The NH2 group of 3-NH2-cyclopropene 
changes from the preferred gauche conformation in the GS to a staggered conformation in 
the exo-syn TS structure, with the nitrogen lone pair pointing down toward the C I and C4 
H's of butadiene. Based on computed GS energies, the energy cost of this conformational 
change (~Econr• Table 2.3) is 2.2 kJ mol-1• Likewise, we ee a change in conformation for the 
3,3-NH2-cyclopropene from the 2D conformation in the GS to 28 in the exo TS structur . 
This involves a rotation of the NH2 group syn to the butadiene, which becomes staggered in 
the exo TS, much like the NH2 group of 3-NH2-cyclopropene in its exo-syn TS structure. 
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However, we see that there is no conformational change of the anti NH2substituent from the 
GS to the exo TS, and it is likely that this introduces steric interactions between the two NH2 
groups. The ~Econr for the GS 3,3-NH2-cyclopropene is 8.9 kJ mol· '; thus the estimated 
energy cost for the change in conformation for the 3,3-NH2-cyclopropene system is about 6. 7 
kJ mol" 1 greater than for the 3-substituted case, which compares favourably with the ~~E of 
8.2 kJ mol· ' for NH2. It is concluded that while the presence of the second substituent at the 
anti position generally has very little effect on the endo-exo selectivity (Figure 2.4), a change 
in conformation of one or more substituents in the TS can have a significant effect on the 
selectivity if the conformational change introduces unfavourable steric interactions. ln this 
case, the activation energy required for the exo addition of 3,3-NH2-cyclopropene to 
butadiene increases due to the energy cost of conformational change, resulting in a smaller 
~Eendo-cxo· 
2.3.3. The Effect of Disubstitution on Activation Energy 
Figure 2.5 depicts the plots of activation energies (~Enc) of the endo and exo modes 
of addition versus e lectronegativity for the 3-substituted (syn) and 3,3-disubstituted 
cyclopropene with butadiene reactions. For both endo and exo addition, the 3,3-disubstituted 
system has activation energies that are consistently lower than those of the 3-sub tituted 
system for all substituents examined, with the single exception of NH 2 exo addition, where 
the 3-NH2-cyclopropene I butadiene ~Eact is lower than that of the 3,3-disubstituted analog 
(~~Enct is approximately 0.5 kJ mol-1) . 
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Figure 2.5. Plo ts of ilEac! for endo (top) and exo (bottom) addition (kJ mol-1) versus the 
electronegativity of the substituent at the B3L YPI6-3 1 ++G(d) level of theory. For each plot, 
ilEac! for the 3-substituted cyclopropene I butadiene syn addi tion. are represented by ( • ), and 
ilEac! fo r the 3,3-di substituted cyclopropene I butadiene additions are represented by ( o ). 
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It ha been previou lye tabli hed that the 3,3-disub titution of the cyclopropene GS 
yields an additional stabilization of the ring and therefore should be less reactive. From this, 
one would predict an increase in ilEac! for the 3,3-disubstituted system above that for the 3-
substituted case. However, we see that the opposite is true. This implies that there i. a 
significant stabilization component in the TS tructure of 3,3-di ub tituted cyclopropene I 
butadiene that enables an overall decrease in the activation barrier for the reaction. ln 
Scheme 2.2, the addition of the second X to the 3- ·ubstituted cyclopropene dienophile results 
in a total stabilization I destabilization that i · composed of two effect : the anomeric effect 
and the overall effect on the cyclopropene ring itself (repre ·ented in Table 2.1 as ilEx\wb 
(anom I ring)). Scheme 2.4 illustrate a imilar isodesmic reaction using cyclopropane. 
Scheme 2.4 + + 
The 3-substituted and 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropanes have the same substituent 
conformations as the corre ponding substituted cyclopropenes, with the exception of SiH3; 
the 3,3-SiH3-cyclopropene has a skewed conformation whereas the 3,3-SiH3-cyclopropane 
has the sub. tituents in an eclipsed conformation. The cyclopropane isodesmic reaction in 
Scheme 2.4 (cyclopropane closely resembling the molecule of interest, cyclopropene) is a 
measure of the anomeric effect only (LlEanonJ Assuming that the anomeric effect is 
energetically similar in both 3,3-disub. tituted cyclopropene and cyclopropane for the same 
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substituent, the energy difference between these two isodesmic reactions represent the 
degree to which the ring is affected upon disubstitution (Scheme 2.5), represented as L\L\Ering· 
Scheme 2.5 + + 
Table 2.1 contain the GS cyclopropene and cyclopropane energy data. The L\Eanom 
of Scheme 2.4 compares favourably with the calculated values of the anomeric effect in a 
system of similarly sub tituted methanes and thus has no effect on the ring itself. The 
anomeric effect is stabilizing for all substituents except Cl, which is s lightly destabilizing. 
The values for L\L\Ering are intended to show the degree of stabilization I destabilization that 
occurs due to the changes in the ring upon 3,3-di substitution ; these values are supported by 
noting the actual geometric changes that occur in the dienophile upon substitution. Many of 
the substituents yield small negative values for L\L\Ering and these correlate well with the 
degree of elongation that occurs in the C=C bond of the GS cyclopropene upon addition of 
the second substituent (Table 2.1 ). The CH3 substituent has almost zero L\L\ Ering and likewise 
exhibits virtually no change in C=C bond length; on the other hand. the SiH3 group is 
signi ficantly destabiliz ing (L\L\Ering = I 0.4 kJ mol-') and thu shows a shortening of the C= 
bond. The actual amount of ring stabilization I destabilization, given by L\L\Ering' that results 
from the 3,3-disubstitution of cyclopropene is substantially less than the stabilization I 
destabilization observed for the f irst ubstitution represented in Scheme 2. 1. In other words. 
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the 3-substituted cyclopropenes exhibit a large stabilization (destabilization for SiH3) as 
compared to cyclopropene itself; this is evident in both the stabilization energies as well as 
the geometry changes that occur in the ring (Table 2. 1 ). While the 3,3-disubstituted 
cyclopropenes show greater tabilities overall (again, greater de. tabilization for SiH3) as 
compared to the 3-sub tituted analogs, the majority of this stability is a consequence of the 
anomeric effect, not the ring stabilization I destabilization. In some cases, the ring effect 
upon 3,3-disubstitution is actually destabilizing (~~Ering is positive for SiH3, CH3, and OH). 
The que tion to address now is: what produces the drop in activation energy for the 
3,3-di ubstituted system below that of the 3-substituted case? lt is assumed that the anomeric 
effect is the same in the GS and TS structure of the 3,3-disubstituted sy tern and therefore 
remains constant during the DA reaction. As the cyclopropene ring becomes more like 
cyclopropane during the reaction process, there must be a substantial relief of ring strain in 
the 3,3-di. ubstituted cyclopropene I butadiene TS tructures. Therefore, the remaining 
stabilization (after accounting for the anomeric effect) is mostly due to the relaxation of the 
ring. This further stabilization of the cyclopropene ring produces a drop in the TS energy and 
an overall lowering of the energy barrier. 
As an example and because it deserve comment, the OH . ubstituent has a ~~Ering 
that is destabilizing (~~Ering = 11 .8 kJ mol-1). Disubstitution with OH has a huge stabilizing 
anomeric effect (Table 2.1, ~E3110111), and although there is the expected shortening of the C-
bonds of 3,3-0H-cyclopropene upon disubstitution, there is no change in the C=C bond 
length. Normally, the C=C bond would lengthen in order to relieve bond-bond repulsion that 
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derive from the increased electron density in the C-C bonds. A a consequence, the 3,3-0H-
cyclopropene is destabilized by a high degree of ring strain, which is relieved in the TS 
structure and corre ponds to a large drop in activation energy. 
2.4. Conclusions 
For the DA reactions of 3,3-di ubstituted cyclopropene with butadiene, we have 
shown: 
• the important role the second ubstituent plays in the tability and reactivity of the 
cyclopropene dienophile. The anomeric effect produce an increased stability upon 
disubstitution, the consequence of which can be seen in the geometry of the ring. 
• the preference for exo addition for all substituents examined. 
• the correlation between the endo-exo selectivities of the syn 3-substituted 
cyclopropene I butadiene sy tern and the 3,3-disubstituted cyclopropene I butadiene 
system. Conformational change during the reaction can explain the deviation of the 
NH2 substituent. It is concluded that for this system, the presence of a substituent 
other than Hat the syn pos ition of the TS structure will result in exo selectivity, 
regardless of the electron-withdrawing or electron-donating nature of the substituent. 
• the decrease in the activation banier of the 3,3-disub. titut d cyclopropene I 
butadiene reactions below those of the syn 3- ubstituted cyclopropene I butadiene 
reactions, despite the expectant lower reactivity of the disubstituted dienophiles. 
lsodesmic reactions using GS cyclopropenes and cyclopropanes indicate that the 
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anomeric effect accounts for the majority of the stabilization in the 3,3-disubstituted 
cyclopropenes, and only a small portion can be attributed to ring stabilization I 
destabilization. 
In summary, the effect of 3-substitution of an electron-withdrawing or electron-donating 
group on cyclopropene can be rationalized based on simple arguments; however, 3,3-
disubstitution complicates matters considerably when investigating reactivity in the DA 
reaction, and at times energies and geometry changes need to be examined on a case-by-case 
basis. 
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Chapter 3 
Disubstituted Cyclopentenes and their Diels-Alder Reactions with 
Butadiene and Cyclopentadiene: A Study of Reactivity and Endo-Exo 
Selectivity 
Background and Preamble 
To this point, our computational investigations have focused on exploring the effect 
of substituents on GS reactivities of dienoph iles and their corresponding DA endo-exo 
selectivities. From our research into the DA reactions of 3-substituted cyclopropene with 
butadiene, we learned that the reactivity of the dienophile could be altered significantly by 
modifying the X substituent at the C3 position. A variation in GS reactivity was evident in 
the isodesmic stabilization energies (~Eisodcsmic) , which showed an increase in the stability of 
the cyclopropene dienophi le with increasing! y electronegative 3-substi tuents. The substituent 
effect was also seen in the GS geometries. 
Armed with this knowledge, we anticipated that the reactivity of cyclopropene would 
be affected in a similar, yet enhanced, manner upon disubstitution. That is, the GSs that were 
stabilized by 3-substitution would be even more stable, and hence less reactive, when 
disubstituted at C3. While this was indeed the case, the magnitude of stabilization I 
destabilization that resulted from adding the second X to 3-substituted cyclopropene 
(~Ex\ab) did not directly correlate with the electronegativity of the substituent. In addition, 
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it was seen that the change in stability of the dienophiles upon di ub titution wa not 
reflected in the C=C bond lengths by any appreciable amount. Hence, the addition of the 
second X appeared to have very little effect on the reactivity of the dienophile in terms of 
strength of the C=C bond (the "reaction center"). It was concluded that the stabilization 
(energetically) that we see in the 3,3-di, ubstituted GSs can be mainly attributed to the 
anomeric effect, an effect that can stabilize both the GS and TS structures. 
In the study that follows, the objective was to investigate the short-range and long-
range effects of di ubstitution on the reactivity of dienophiles. We selected cyclopentene as 
the dienophile, which can be disubstituted at the reaction center (po itions C I and C2) and 
remotely at C4. Disubstitution at these particular sites on the dienophile, as well as the 
choice of the substituents themselves (C=CH, CH3, Cl, C =N, and F), allow for C, symmetry 
to be maintained in all GS and TS tructure . We investigated both the stabilization I 
destabilization effects of disubstitution on the cyclopentene dienophile as well as the overall 
observed reactivity of the DA cycloaddition that the dienophile is involved in. We also 
expanded our scope by studying the DA reactions of the cyclopentene dienophiles with two 
different dienes: butadiene and cyclopentadiene. The large as ortment ofTS structures that 
resulted from the po ible combinations of diene I dienophile permitted an in-depth analysis 
of endo-exo selectivity and the factor that influence it. 
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Disubstituted Cyclopentenes and their Diels-Alder Reactions with 
Butadiene and Cyclopentadiene : A Study of Reactivity and Endo-Exo 
Selectivity 
Abstract: Ground state stabilization energies and endo-exo selectivities are investigated for 
the Diets-Alder reactions of disubstituted cyclopentenes with s-cis-butadiene and 
cyclopentadiene using the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level of theory. For the purposes of examining 
both short-range and long-range substituent effects on the dienophile ' s reactivity, 
cyclopentene is disubstituted at CI/C2 (1,2-disubstitution, sh01t-range) and C4 (4,4-
disubstitution, long-range). It was determined that the remote disubstitution at C4 has a 
negligible effect on the stabilities of the dienophiles, whereas disubstitution directly at the 
reaction center (C I/C2) has a much larger impact on the strength of the TI bond. Using both 
energy and geometric data from optimized transi tion state structures, the calculated endo-exo 
selectivities, deformation energies, and interaction energies we report are rationalized by 
identifying important favourable I unfavourable interactions in specific regions of the 
transition state structures. 
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3.1. Introduction 
Chemists often think of reactivity as an important property that is exclusive to ground 
state (GS) reactants. However, the overall, observed reactivity of the reaction (represented 
by the activation energy barrier, ilEac•) and the transition state (TS) structure must also be 
considered (I). A the reactants approach each other during the initial stages of the reaction, 
the attractive and repulsive interactions that occur between them ultimately balance and the 
tructural form of the TS is determined. The Diels-Aider (DA) reaction is kinetically 
controlled; thi places the TS tructure at the center of any discussion of reactivity and 
selectivity. 
The rate at which the DA cycloaddition proceeds depends in part on the relative 
electron-rich or electron-deficient properties of the reactants. A long and weak 1t bond in a 
dienophile is usually due to the presence of an electron-withdrawing sub tituent nearby 
displacing electron density away from the reaction center. This type of dienophile reacts 
rapidly with an electron-rich diene in a normal electron demand fashion. The ideal DA 
partner for a dienophile with a shorter, stronger, more electron-rich 1t bond is an electron-
deficient diene (an inverse electron demand DA reaction). 
It is cl ar that substitution can greatly affect the reaction centers of a diene or 
dienophile by electronically "activating" or "deactivating" the 1t bonds. We view these 
effects as stabili-;.ation of the diene I dienophile if the substitution results in a "less reactive" 
GS structure and destabilization if the GS structure becomes less stable, and presumably 
" more reactive", upon substitution. Dienophiles such as derivatives of ethene (2), 
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cyclopropene (3), and cyclopentene (4) will have varytng degree of tabilization I 
destabilization, depending on the number, type, and positions of sub:tituents. While the 
stabilizing effect of substitution can be difficu lt to quantify, it is a worthwhile pursuit. The 
stabilization I destabilization energies of dienes or dienophiles can be compared to gain 
insight into the reactivitie of these structures. Destabilized reactants may react more quickly 
and easily in aDA cycloaddition, whereas reactants stabilized by substitution may have lower 
reactivitie . The present study will focus on the stabilization energies of disubstituted 
cyclopentene dienophiles. 
The interaction of the reactants is one of the most important determinants of endo-exo 
selectivity. While the stabilization energy is a property of the GS reactant only, the overall 
reactivity, or the activation barrier of the reaction , ~Encl' depends on what the particular di ne 
or dienophile is reacting with. For this reason, the endo-exo electivity comes into 
consideration only when the reactants ". ee" each other. 
Secondary orbital interactions (SOl) (5, 6) continue to be a popular rationalization for 
the preponderance of endo selectivity in DA cycloadditions. SOl occurs due to a favourable 
overlap between in-phase p-orbitals of the diene and dienophile that do not participate in the 
formation of the new a bonds in the cycloadduct. Such interactions are possible only in the 
endo TS tructure; as such, SOl cannot account for instances of exo selectivity in some DA 
reactions (7). ln addition, SOl may not be a valid justification for endo selectivity seen with 
cyclopentene dienophiles, as it has been proposed that no secondary orbital stabilization is 
possible with these dienophiles (4(c)). 
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In the effort to address the endo-exo selectivity issue, most theories concentrate on 
the endo TS structure and the region in which the reactants are in closest contact. The other 
"end" of the TS structure has been largely ignored. In the current study, we consider both 
areas of the TS structure in our discussion of the interactions between the GS reactants. We 
have defined the "endo region" and "exo region" as depicted in Figure 3.1. Here, "endo" and 
"exo" is in reference to the diene; that is, the exo region of a cyclopentadiene TS will refer 
to the end of the diene that includes the methylene group, regardless of the position of the 
dienophile. 
endo region 
H(X)'\_ 
C4 
/ 
H(X) 
~1--H(X) ;:: ---.--C~~H~X) 
' ' 
' ' 
: : ,,,H 
H-- ·-c·· c: -- ---·----- '-...... 
/' : H H-C/:: _____ ---c 
H;" ""-.,H 
H(X).......__ 
C2 
H(X)--._ /'\ C1 , ! 
' ' 
' 
' 
' ' H ' . -~-----:~ L: H-C -- -- ---c 
H ....... 
exo region 
Figure 3.1. The "endo region" and "exo region" of the DA TS structure, used to describe 
important interactions between the GS reactants. The examples show an endo and exo TS 
with 4,4- or I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene with either butadiene or cyclopentadiene. Some 
H's are omitted for clarity. 
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We present a system in which the endo-exo selectivity differs upon changing the 
diene and by modifying the dienophile by disubstitution. We will investigate reactivities, 
both the stabilization I destabilization of the GS dienophiles upon disubstitution , as well as 
the activation barriers for the various reactions. We will consider the endo-exo selectivities 
of a selection of disubstituted cyclopentenes in DA cycloadditions with s-cis-butadiene 
(hereafter referred to simply as butadiene) and cyclopentadiene. Substituent effects are 
introduced by disubstitution at two different locations on the cyclopentene ring; remotely at 
C4 and locally on the C I and C2 of the double bond. Finally, we will refer to the regions 
illustrated in Figure 3. 1 to aid in the discussion of the aspects of the TS structures that 
contribute to the observed endo-exo selectivities. 
3.2. Computational Methods 
All GS and TS structures were opti mized at the B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) level of theory (8, 
9) us ing Gaussian 03 ( I 0). Two different dienes, butadiene and cyclopentadiene, were 
considered. Cyclopentene was disubstituted at either C4 or CI/C2 with C =CH, CH3, Cl, 
C =N, and F. The endo and exo TS structures for the DA cycloadditions of each dienophile 
with both dienes were obtained. It was determined that a single GS structure existed for the 
4,4-dimethylcyclopentene and the I ,2-di methylcyclopentene dienophiles. However, for the 
endo and exo TS structures, there were two possible conformers for CH3 for both mode of 
disubstitution; only the lowest energy TS structure fo r each are considered here . Vibrational 
frequency calcul ati ons confirmed that all TS structures had a si ngle imaginary frequency, 
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corresponding to the formation of the new a bonds, and all GS structures had no imaginary 
frequencies. 
3.3. Results and Discussion 
3.3.1. Ground State Cyclopentenes 
The addition of substituents to various sites of a dienophile is an easy way to modify 
the strength of the C=C bond and hence the reactivity of the dienophile. The presence of the 
substituent can affect electron density and the magnitude of the electronic effect on the 
molecule can be seen both energetically and structurally. It is reasonable to expect that a 
substituent in close proximity to the reaction center would have a greater influence on the 
reactivity of the C=C bond. In the present study, we are interested in both the short-range and 
long-range effects of substituents on the stabilization of the cyclopentene derivatives. 
3.3.1.1. 4,4-Disubstitution of Cyclopentene 
Table 3.1 shows the changes in the bond lengths of cyclopentene upon disubstitution 
at C4. A comparison of the bond lengths of cyclopentene itself with those of its 4,4-
disubstituted derivatives demonstrates the degree to which the substituent electronic effects 
extend through the ring system. 
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Table 3.1. GS bond lengths (A) and 2p).' and 2p/ HOMO coefficients for atoms C 1 and C2 
for 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentenes, optimized at B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d). Also shown are the 
isodesmic stabilization energies (~E4.4,tab• kJ mol-1) as calculated per Scheme 3.1. All 
structures have Cs symmetry. 
C3-C4 C2-C3 C1=C2 2p_..' for 2px" fo r 
substituent C4-X ~ElA stab 
C5-C4 C I-C5 Cl/C2 CI/C2 
H 1.096, 1.554 1.513 1.335 0.36688 0.27072 0 
1.094 
C=CH 1.474, 1.580 1.508 1.334 0.37565 0.27324 -0.4 
1.470 
CH3 1.540, 1.565 1.510 1.335 0.36841 0.27099 -0.5 
1.534 
Cl 1.826, 1.548 1.511 1.335 0.37917 0 .27401 10.4 
1.81 3 
C=N 1.476, 1.579 1.509 1.333 0.37943 0.27307 - 1.3 
1.472 
F 1.376, 1.540 1.509 1.337 0.37971 0.27566 9.2 
1.370 
Beginning at the site of disubstitution, we see the C-C bonds of C4 (C3-C4 and C5-
C4) change considerably, shortening or lengthening depending on the substituents at C4. 
There is far less change occurring in the C2-C3 and C l -C5 bonds as we continue toward the 
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reaction center; upon 4,4-disubstitution, these bonds shorten by 0.002-0.005 A. More 
importantly, there is essentially no change in the C L=C2 bond length, regardless of the C4-
substitution. The maximum change for the C I =C2 bond length is a mere 0.002 A. Hence, 
the geometric data confirms that the electronic influence of the C4-substituents diminishe 
as the reaction center is approached to the point where there is essentially no change in the 
double bond. We expect that the C=C bond strength and thus reactivity of these GS 
dienophiles would closely mirror that of cyclopentene itself. 
Further evidence of electronic effects of substitution (or lack thereof) may be 
observed in the molecular orbital (MO) coefficients. The highest occupied MO (HOMO) of 
cyclopentene is a 1t MO that contains contributions from the p-orbitals of the C I and C2 
atoms. The 2p,.' and 2p_/ HOMO coefficients for C L and C2 of cyclopentene and its 4,4-
disubstituted analogs are listed in Table 3.1. As shown, the MO coefficients for the 4 ,4-
disubstituted cyclopentenes are remarkably similar to those of cyclopentene itself, with no 
more than a 4% change in the 2p/ coefficients and a mere 2% maxi mum change in the 2p," 
coefficients in any instance. This further confirms that the disubstitution at C4, regardless 
of the substituent, does not affect the reaction center of the dienophile. 
As previously stated, the effect of substitution on a molecule' s reactivity in terms of 
stabilization energy is a quantity that can be difficult to determine. The problem occurs in 
the definition of the isodesmic reaction to be used, since the resultant stabilization energies 
may contain the energetic costs of effects other than the particular substituent effect that one 
is attempting to quantify. Scheme 3. 1 illustrates the isodesmic reaction chosen for estimating 
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the strength of the C I =C2 bond and the stabi li zation energies for each ofthe4,4-disubstituted 
cyclopentene dienophiles. 
Scheme 3.1 
H~ Ji X~ ,,X 
•' (~) X~ .'.X 
... 
(~) H~ ·''H 
+ ti.J~~CJ-\ + ti.J~~CJ-\ cr--c2 cr--c2 
' 
\ 
' 
\ 
H H H H 
This reaction eliminates the anomeric effect from the resulting energies due to its 
presence on both sides of the equation in Scheme 3. 1; the assumption is that the anomeric 
effect would be very similar in both the cyclopentene and propane derivatives for a given 
substituent X. The expectation is that the isodesmic stabi lization energies for X (~E4.-~,,ab) 
will not be considerably different from that of cyclopentene itself (X= H) if the GS stability 
is not affected appreciably by 4,4-disub titution. 
The calculated values of ~E'1.-~,tah are presented in Table 3. 1. For X= CH3, C =CH, 
and C =N, we see that 4,4-disubstitution of cyclopentene has essential ly no effect on the 
stabi lization of the dienophile, as compared to a similarly substituted propane derivative. 
These sub. tituents give remarkably small values, which is further evidence that these 4,4-
disubstituted cyclopentenes have reactivities similar to cyclopentene. However, larger 
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destabilizing values were calculated for the two other substituents, F and Cl (LlE4··\ ,ab = 9.2 
and I 0.4 kJ mol·1 for F and Cl, respectively). It is interesting to note that both halogens have 
similar de tabilizing effects on the cyclopentene ring upon 4,4-disubstitution. The GS 
geometries indicate that F and Cl are the only substituents that result in a shortening of the 
C3-C4 and C5-C4 bonds of the ring, shorter than that of even cyclopentene. However, as 
shown in Table 3.1, there are no further significant changes in the remaining ring bonds upon 
4,4-disubstitution, including the C I =C2 reaction center. This indicates that the 
destabilization that results from the 4 ,4-disubstitution ofF or Cl is not due to any changes in 
the reaction center, but simply to the introduction of more ring strain. 
3.3.1.2. 1,2-Disubstitution of Cyclopentene 
Substitution at C I and C2 of cyclopentene (directly at the reaction center) should, as 
previously mentioned, have an impact on the stabilization I destabilization and hence 
reactivity of the dienophile. Table 3.2 outlines the changes in the cyclopentene bond lengths 
and MO coefficients upon I ,2-disubstitution. The reaction illustrated in Scheme 3.2 is an 
isogyric reaction, one in which the number of pairs of electrons is conserved. The 
stabilization energies calculated using this reaction are also shown in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2. GS bond lengths (A) and 2p_/ and 2p/ HOMO coefficients for atoms C I and C2 
for I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentenes, optimized at B3L YP/6-31 G(d). The isogyric 
stabilization energies (8EI.2,tab' kJ mor1) , as calculated per Scheme 3.2, are also included. 
All structures have Cs symmetry. 
CI-X C2-C3 C3-C4 2p./ for 2p/ for 
substituent CI=C2 8EI .2 
'lab 
C2-X Cl-C5 C5-C4 CI /C2 CI/C2 
H 1.087 1.335 1.513 1.554 0.36688 0 .27072 0 
C =CH 1.416 1.361 1.52 1 1.547 0.28708 0.20899 -70.3 
CH3 1.500 1.344 1.518 1.547 0.36699 0.26820 -42.9 
Cl 1.735 1.337 1.508 1.554 0.34025 0 .24212 -39.3 
C =N 1.423 1.354 1.518 1.549 0.3131 I 0.22592 -37.5 
F 1.343 1.332 1.498 1.558 0 .37762 0.23501 -77.4 
Beginning near the reaction center, we notice that the C 1-X and C2-X substituent 
bonds are significantly shorter than the C4-X bond lengths of the 4,4-disubstituted 
cyclopentenes (i n Table 3.1 ). The reaction center itself changes appreciably with the I ,2-
disubstitution ofCH3, C =CH, and C =N; theseCI =C2 bonds lengthen, and thus become more 
electron-deficient. There is very little change in the reaction center with the 1.2-
disubstitution by For Cl, however. When X= F, there is only a s light shortening of C I =C2. 
but a significant shortening of the neighbouring ring bonds C2-C3 and C I-C5. When X= 
CH3, C =C H, and C =N, we see similar geometric changes with I ,2-disubstitution; a small 
degree of lengthening in the C2-C3 and C I-C5 bonds, and a minor shortening of the C3-C4 
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and C5-C4 bonds. The C3-C4 and C5-C4 bonds have a maximum change of only 0.007 A 
for the substituents examined here. The electronic influences of the C I /C2 substituents have 
subsided considerably in the neighbourhood of the remote C4 atom. 
The 1t HOMO coefficients for 2p,' and 2px" of C I and C2 of the I ,2-disubstituted 
cyclopentene dienophiles are shown in Table 3.2. As expected, these MO coefficients now 
have a very different range of values, with some substituents exhibi ting li ttle change from 
cyclopentene itself (such as X = CH3) , and others exhibiting large e lectronic effects. For 
instance, both coefficients for C =CH decrease by about 20% upon I ,2-di ubstitution. Thus, 
it can be stated that I ,2-disubstitution can induce considerable change in the e lectronic 
character of the C I =C2 bond (unlike 4,4-disubstitution), but the resulting effect depends on 
the nature of X. 
It was expected that the I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene stabi I ization energies, ~E J.2, 1ab' 
would reflect a large electronic substituent effect due to the direct substitution at the reaction 
center. This effect is estimated by the isogyric reaction shown in Scheme 3.2. 
Scheme 3.2 
H~ ,H H~ ,H 
' ' (C4) X ,H (C4) H ,H 
+ 2 )<\ ... + 2;~ 
C1--C2 H H C1--C2 
I \ I \ 
H H X X 
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As shown in Table 3.2, the values for 6.E1•2stab for all X are quite large and negative, 
corresponding to a very considerable stabilizing effect. While it is believed that the I ,2-
disubstitution of cyclopentene should result in an appreciable stabilizing I destabilizing 
effect, it is recognized that this particular isogyric reaction may not be the best choice to 
quantify such an effect. As will be seen later, the range of activation energies for the DA 
reactions involving these dienophiles is typically less than 20 kJ mor1, yet the 6.E1·2,,ab values 
shown in Table 3.2 range from 37.5-77.4 kJ mol-1• These 6.EI.2s,ab values are much too large 
to be truly reasonable. 
The choice of isodesmic or isogyric reaction that yields only the quantity of interest 
ts a very difficult one. In cases where the goal is determining energetic effects of 
substitution, determining the " local" effect may be problematic, as there is a distinct 
possibility that the reaction being used is measuring additional effects as well. It is very 
likely that the isogyric reaction in Scheme 3.2 is measuring additional effects (such as ring 
strain), and the substituents are stabilizing the cyclopentene dienophi le in very different ways. 
This would explain why the stabilization energies and bond lengths cannot be correlated; it 
is believed that the 6.EI.2'"'b values represent more than a measure of the reactivity of the 
reaction center. Further investigation is necessary here. 
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3.3.2. Transition State Structures 
3.3.2.1. 4,4-Disubstituted Cyclopentene with Butadiene or Cyclopentadiene 
A. Endo-Exo Selectivities and Energy Data 
Table 3.3 shows that, for the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentenes with butadiene, the 
preference is clearly for the exo TS structures (~Eendo-cxo are all positive), whereas the endo 
TSs are slightly favoured for those reactions involving cyclopentadiene. 
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Table 3.3. Energy data (kJ mor') for the endo and exo DA TS structures of 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentenes with butadiene and 
cyclopentadiene at the B3L YP/6-3 1 G( d) level. 
.1.Exr .1.Ede/ .1.Ej,/ 
substituent 
.1. Eendo-exo0 
.1. Ediene def .1.Ectph .1.Ediene .1.Ectph 
en do exo def def def en do exo 
en do en do exo exo 
butadiene as diene 
------------ ------------ ------------------------- -------------------------
----------------------- ---------------------
H 4.5 95.9 91.4 72.3 45.2 68.8 42.4 -2 1.5 -19.7 
C=CH 15.2 102.6 87.4 72.7 54.1 67.3 47.3 -24.2 -27.2 
CH3 7.1 108.6 101.5 75.3 55.7 70.6 49.3 -22.4 -18.4 
Cl 13.0 104.1 91.1 72.3 57.3 66.7 49.7 -25.5 -25.3 
C=N 6.9 94.8 87.9 72.4 54.1 68.5 48.7 -31.8 -29.4 
F I I. I 92.8 8 1.8 7 1.4 50.3 67. 1 47 .6 -28.9 -33.0 
------------ ------------ ------------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------- ---------------------
cyclopentadiene as diene 
------------ ------------ ------------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------- ---------------------
H -8.4 99.8 108.1 73.8 44.8 75.8 49.5 -18.8 -17.2 
C=CH -2.8 106. 1 108.9 74.0 54.9 72.0 55. 1 -22.8 -18.2 
CH3 -4.9 107.8 112.7 7 1.3 56.5 74.3 55. 1 -20.0 -16.7 
Cl -7.0 96.1 103. 1 66.4 54.4 69.2 54. 1 -24.7 -20.2 
C= -9.5 97.0 106.5 73.4 54.8 75.4 57.4 -31.3 -26.3 
F -3.7 95.4 99.0 72.7 50.0 73.6 53.5 -27.3 -28.1 
" .1.Eendo-exo = .1.Eacr (endo) - .1.Eac, (exo). h .1.Edef = .1.E (TS fragment) - .1.E (GS). c .1.Einr = .1.Eacr - (~Edienedef + L\Edphdef). 
In general, we note that the ranges of ~Eacl for all X for the reaction of 4,4-
disubstituted cyclopentene with cyclopentadiene or butadiene are not large; for example, the 
ranges are only 12.4 and 13.7 kJ mol·' for endo and exo addition with cyclopentadiene, 
respectively. However, while mo t of these activation barriers are in fairly close proximity 
(within 6- 7 kJ mol-1) to those for cyclopentene itself, they do vary, indicating that there are 
some important interactions occurring in the TS structures. Some of these interactions are 
favourable, as many of the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentenes yield lower reaction barriers than 
that of cyclopentene when reacted with the same diene. If one focuses on a single dienophi le 
and compares its endo or exo ~Eacl for both dienes, we see that, in general, the TS structures 
involving cyclopentadiene tend to have higher activation barriers than those involving 
butadiene. It is believed that cyclopentadiene introduces more unfavourable steric 
interactions in the TS structure than does butadiene, mostly due to the presence of the 
methylene group (at C5). While higher L1Eacl values might suggest that cyclopentadiene is 
a " less reactive" diene than butadiene, it is known that, experimentally, cyclopentadiene is 
actually a more reactive diene in general. The cisoid butadiene is used in determining ~Encl 
in the present study, whereas the more stable trans isomer would be utilized in 
experi mentally-detennined activation barriers. The difference between the two isomers 
(about 12 kJ mol" 1) would need to be considered in order to truly compare the two. As such, 
the barriers for the butadiene cycloadditions are underestimated here as compared to 
experiment, and should yie ld higher ban·iers due to the higher degree of deformation 
(~Edicnedcr) required for butadiene. 
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Deformation energies are perhaps the most important component of the activation 
energy barrier, since the GS structure modification can be quite costly. Table 3.3 lists the 
~Edicnedef and ~Edphder for the endo and exo additions of the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentenes 
to both dienes. As is typical for DA cycloadditions, there is significantly more deformation 
taking place in the dienes of each pair than the dienophiles. This is expected, since three 
bonds are being modified in the diene during the deformation process and only one in the 
dienophile. For the reactions involving butadiene, the ~E101n 1dcr (calcu lated as ~E10131dcr = 
~Ediencder + ~Edp\cr) required for the exo TS structures are less than what is required for the 
endo TSs. It is clear that the diene and dienophile require less structural deformation to 
achieve their exo TS structures, which is understandable considering the lower ~Eact for the 
exo additions. For the cyclopentadiene reactions, the ~E101a 1der for endo and exo addition are 
actually quite similar, with the endo TS structures having slightly less ~E101a 1der than the exo 
TSs. The exception is X = C =CH; the ~~E101a 1dd for this substituent is only 1.8 kJ mol·1• 
This extremely small difference is not surprising as the endo-exo selectivity is only 2.8 kJ 
mol· 1 • 
Interaction energies are also included in Table 3.3. Clearly, the role of ~Eint cannot 
be ignored in a discussion of activation barriers, since it is not a constant value for all X. 
However, it is difficult to account for the difference (and similarities) we see in the 
interaction energies. For example, LlEcndo-cxo = 13.0 kJ mol·1 when the 4,4-
dichlorocyclopentene dienophile is reacted with butadiene. One would expect that a more 
negative value, and thus more favourable interaction, wou ld be seen for the exo ~Eint· Yet, 
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~E;111 for both endo and exo addition are nearly identical ( -25.5 and -25.3 kJ mol· ' for endo 
and exo addition, respectively). 
B. TS Geometries- Incipient Bonds 
The length of the forming a bonds in the TS structure is a good indicator of the 
earliness or lateness of the TS on the reaction coordinate. Table 3.4 shows the incipient 
bonds for the endo and exo TS structures for the DA reactions of 4,4-disubstituted 
cyclopentenes with both dienes. 
Table 3.4. Incipient bond lengths (A) for the endo and exo DA TS structures of 4,4-
disubstituted cyclopentenes with butadiene and cyclopentadiene at the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
level. 
incipient bonds 
substituent en do J exo en do I exo 
butadiene as diene cyclopentadiene as diene 
-------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------
H 2.273 2.274 2.237 2.249 
C =CH 2.263 2.273 2.225 2.25 1 
CH3 2.264 2.269 2.24 1 2.244 
Cl 2.265 2.275 2.253 2.259 
C =N 2.263 2.278 2.226 2.238 
F 2.265 2.270 2.232 2.247 
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In Table 3.4, we see that the unsubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene endo TS structure 
has incipient bonds measuring 2.273 A. Interestingly, the remaining butadiene endo TSs 
have incipient bonds that are remarkably simi lar to each other, ranging from 2.263 - 2.265 
A, in addition to being shorter than the incipient bonds for X= H. Shorter incipient bonds 
suggest a later TS, as the reactants must approach each other more closely to achieve the TS 
structure. The incipient bond lengths of the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene exo 
TS structures are more varied, but they generally fall within a fairly close range of the 
cyclopentene I butadiene exo TS. For all of the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentene dienophiles, 
the endo TSs with butadiene have shorter incipient bonds than the analogous exo TS 
structures. The DA reactions involving cyclopentadiene as the diene all have shorter 
incipient bonds and thus "tighter" TS structures. This suggests that these cyclopentadiene 
TSs are occulTing later on the reaction coordinate than the corresponding TSs invo lving 
butadiene. 
C. Explaining Endo-Exo Selectivity 
The question that naturally arises now is: "what are the most significant factors that 
contribute to the calculated endo-exo selectivi ties?" Using Figure 3. 1 and the definitions of 
"endo region" and "exo region" as indicated, we see that the preference for exo selectivity 
for the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene TSs can be attributed to the unfavourable 
ecl ips ing C-H bonds in the exo region of the endo TS structures. Since the exo region of all 
of the butadiene endo TSs are virtually identical , the slight differences that we do observe in 
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the endo ~Eact can be accounted for by differences in the steric interactions between the syn 
C4-substituent and butadiene. The 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene exo TS have 
no such eclipsing C-H bonds, automatically giving the exo mode of addition an "advantage". 
Instead, in the exo TS structures, the syn C4-substituent bisects the C 1-H and C4-H bonds 
of butadiene, which is certainly a more favourable situation than the eclipsing bonds of the 
endo TS structures. In addition to this, in the exo region of the exo TSs, the position of the 
syn C4-substituent hould allow for, in some cases, a strong interaction between it and the 
H' s of C I and C4 of butadiene. For example, the ~Eact for the cyclopentene I butadiene exo 
TS is 91.4 kJ mot 1• The 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene exo TSs with X = F and 
Cl (81.8 and 91.1 kJ mot·1, respectively) have lone pairs that can interact favourably with the 
butadiene H's. Also, the exo TSs with X = C =CH and C =N (87.4 and 87.9 kJ mot 1, 
respectively) are positioned in the TS structure in such a way as to allow for a favourable 
interaction between the electron-dense triple bonds and the butadiene H' s. In contrast, the 
syn CH3 substituent in its C4 position in the exo TS will have an unfavourable H---H 
interaction between the C I and C4 H' s and the H of the CH3 group that is pointing straight 
down. This exo region interaction corresponds to the highest butadiene exo activation 
barrier, ~Eact = I 01.5 kJ mot·1• Favourable or unfavourable interactions between X and the 
exo region of butadiene, if they exist, should appear in the interaction energy, L1E;111 • This is 
evident in some cases; we see a more favourable exo interaction for X = F and C =CH and 
a slightly less favourable interaction for X= CH3. However, the exo L1E;111 when X= Cl and 
C =N do not follow this trend. This inconsistency means that, at best, one can make this 
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judgement call on a case-by-case basis only. It is also important to note that favourable or 
unfavourable interactions might not be reflected in the interaction energie themselves; it is 
possible that these TS interactions result in geometric changes that get "absorbed" in the 
deformation energies. 
We can address the endo selectivity of the reactions involving cyclopentadiene by first 
noting the obvious difference between the two dienes- the presence of the methylene group 
of cyclopentadiene in the exo region. In the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentene I cyclopentadiene 
endo TSs, there are no occurrences of C-H bond eclipsing as there are in the analogous 
butadiene endo TS structure ; the methylene group of cyclopentadiene instead bisects the C 1-
H and C2-H bonds of the dienophile. As well, these endo TS structures have short incipient 
bond lengths, indicating that the rehybridization of Cl and C2 of the dienophile has 
progressed further in the endo TSs. The C I and C2 H's are oriented upwards and away from 
the methylene group of cyclopentadiene, thereby reducing possible unfavourable steric 
interactions. 
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A B 
Figure 3.2. Example of structural changes in the4,4-dimethylcyclopentene dienophile when 
reacted with A) butadiene and B) cyclopentadiene (endo TS). 
Figure 3.2 illustrates a pronounced structural difference that is observed for the 
butadiene and cyclopentadiene endo TS structures when X= CH3. In the butadiene endo TS 
structure (Figure 3.2, A), C4 is tipped down in an envelope conformation, out of the plane 
of the other four ring carbons, by 7.0°. This brings the syn CH3 substituent in close contact 
with the endo region of the diene. However, in the cyclopentadiene endo TS structure 
(Figure 3.2, B), C4 is tipped up by 18.7°; this allows for a slightly tighter TS (shorter 
incipient bonds) since the syn CH3 is no longer in a position that may cause unfavourable 
steric interactions. Interestingly, though, these two TSs have nearly identical ~E~ct (I 08.6 and 
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107.8 kJ moJ- 1 for the butadiene and cyclopentad iene endo TSs, respectively). 
In general , the cyclopentadiene exo TS structures have the highest energy ban·iers of 
the four possible TSs studied here. With the exception of X = F, these TSs al o have less 
favourable interaction energies. An examination of the 4,4-di ubstituted cyclopentene I 
cyclopentad iene exo TS structures shows an obvious steric problem that contributes to the 
higher activation barriers for this mode of addition. In these structures, the dienophile 
typically bends up at C4 in an envelope conformation and thus away from the 
cyclopentadiene. This results in two significant structural changes; one, the C4-substituents 
are no longer in close contact with the methylene H of the diene and likely do not contribute 
to unfavourable steric interactions, and two, the downward-facing H's of C3 and C5 of the 
dienophile are now in very close contact with the methylene H of cyclopentadiene. These 
interactions between the diene and dienophile are very important as they impo e an 
appreciable steric problem on the TS structure. For example, when X= C =CH, the distance 
between the H ofC3 (or C5) of the dienophile and the H ofC5 (the methylene H) of the diene 
is only 2.232 A.. For comparison, the incipient bond length for this exo TS is 2.251 A.. When 
X= Cl, this same H---H distance between the diene and dienophile i 2.214 A.; the incipient 
bond length is 2.259 A.. When X= F, however, we see that the C4 of the dienophi le is tipped 
down towards the diene, allowing for a favourable interaction between the lone pairs of the 
syn F substituent and the methylene H of cyclopentadiene; this distance is only 2.443 A.. This 
H---F interaction actual I y corresponds to what would be expected for a weak hydrogen bond! 
Not surprisingly, this cyclopentadiene exo TS has the lowest ~Eact of the group (~Eact = 99.0 
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kJ mol-1), as well as a more stabi lizing ~E;111 • 
3.3.2.2. 1,2-Disubstituted Cyclopentene with Butadiene or Cyclopentadiene 
A. Endo-Exo Selectivities and Energy Data 
As indicated by Table 3.5, the endo-exo selectivities (LlEcnuo-cxo) for the I ,2-
disubstituted cyclopentenes with butadiene are small , varied, and do not show an overall 
specific preference for endo or exo addition (unlike the 4,4-disubstituted TSs discussed 
previously). However, for those reactions involving the I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentenes with 
cyclopentadiene, we observe an overall increase in endo selectivity, with some substituents 
(especially X= C =CH and Cl) exhibiting I 00% endo selectivity. 
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Table 3.5. Energy data (kJ mor') for the endo and exo DA TS structures of 1,2-disubstituted cyclopentenes with butadiene and 
cyclopentadiene at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level. 
ilEac, LlEdef LlE ;m 
substituent LlEendo-exo LlEdiene LlEdph LlEdiene def LlEdph 
en do exo def def def en do exo 
en do en do exo exo 
butadiene as diene 
------------ ------------ ------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------------------------
H 4.5 95.9 91.4 72.3 45.2 68.8 42.4 -21.5 -19.7 
C=CH -1.6 120.5 122.1 81.5 71.3 76.0 67.9 -32.4 -21.9 
CH3 5.7 126.1 120.4 79.0 71.8 73.9 69.6 -24.6 -23.1 
Cl - 1.7 122.7 124.3 72.4 77.0 67.8 74.5 -26.7 -18.1 
C=N 4.0 99.7 95.7 77.1 67.7 71.3 63.2 -45.1 -38.8 
F -3.1 103.0 106.1 68.0 67.0 63.5 65.0 -32.0 -22.4 
------------ ------------ ------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ ---------------------
cyclopentadiene as diene 
------------ ------------ -------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ ---------------------
H -8.4 99.8 108. 1 73.8 44.8 75.8 49.5 -18.8 -17.2 
C=CH -16.9 120.3 137.1 83.0 74.7 82.5 80.7 -37.4 -26.1 
CH3 -4.8 134.2 139.0 83.9 76.1 84.6 79.0 -25.7 -24.6 
Cl -14.0 122.5 136.5 73.2 79.5 72.0 86.6 -30.2 -22.1 
C=N -10.9 94.9 105.7 78.7 70.8 77.9 75.6 -54.6 -47.7 
F -7.8 103.4 111.2 68.8 68.4 63.4 73.8 -33.8 -26.0 
The endo and exo activation energies (8Eac,) for the I ,2-disubsti tuted cyclopentenes 
with eitherdiene show that the majority of the activation barriers have increased con iderably 
when compared to those of the 4,4-disubsti tuted cyclopentene TSs. The exo TS structures 
involvingcyclopentadiene are particularly noteworthy due to the fact that, fo r all X, these TSs 
have the highest 8 Eacl of all of the reactions involving the I ,2-disubsti tuted dienophiles. It 
is expected that these exo TS structures have significant steric interactions between the diene 
and dienophile that give rise to these high barriers. Also, for some of the substi tuents 
examined here, the 8 Eacl for the endo TSs are very imilar fo r both dienes when they are in 
a TS with the same I ,2-disubstituted dienophile . This implies that, in general, the exo TS 
structures are being affected to a larger degree by favourable (or un favourable) interactions. 
Table 3.5 shows the deformation energies for the endo and exo additions of the I ,2-
disubstituted cyclopentenes to butadiene and cyclopentadiene. We see that the values for 
~Edicncucr and ~Edphdcf are generally larger than those calculated for the 4,4-d i ubstituted TSs; 
the ~Edphctcr' in particular, shows a significant increase, with some dienophiles now requiring 
as much as 70 kJ mo t· 1 or more energy for the deformation process. The butadiene TSs 
require comparable total deformation energies for endo and exo, and this coinc ides with the 
similar values of 8 Eact for the endo and exo additions and the 8 Ecndn-cxo selectivities. For the 
cyclopentadiene TSs, the diene and dienophile reactants require considerably more GS 
structural deformation than their 4,4-disubsti tuted counterparts, particular( y for the fo rmation 
of the exo TSs. 
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B. TS Geometries - Incipient Bonds 
Table 3.6. Incipient bond lengths (A) fo r the endo and exo DA TS structures of I ,2-
disubstituted cyclopentenes with butadiene and cyclopentadiene at the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 
level. 
incipient bonds 
substituent en do I exo en do I exo 
butadiene as diene cyclopentadiene as diene 
-------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------
H 2.273 2.274 2.237 2.249 
C =CH 2.246 2.260 2.207 2.229 
CH3 2.279 2.286 2.247 2.251 
CI 2.283 2.293 2.252 2.272 
C =N 2.260 2.267 2.2 17 2.236 
F 2.279 2.300 2.250 2.276 
The data in Table 3.6 shows the marked difference between the incipient bond 
lengths; this variation reflects the impact of the I ,2-disubstitution on the stabilization of the 
dienophiles and the resulting differences in the geometries of the TS structures. When X = 
C =CH, we observed earlier that this I ,2-disubstitution resulted in the smallest 1t HOMO 
coefficients and the longest CI=C2 bond in the GS dienophile. The endo and exo TS 
structures for both dienes with this I ,2-disubstituted dienophile have the shortest incipienl 
bonds and generally high ~E101" 1dcras compared to the rest of the substituents. This means that 
the dienophile with the most electron-deficient C I =C2 bond also has the latest TS structures 
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for both endo and exo addition to both dienes, implying that this dienophile has a relatively 
low reactivity. Conversely, when X = F, we recall that this I ,2-disubstitution led to a GS 
dienophile with the shortest C l =C2 bond. The en do and exo TS structure for this dienophile 
with butadiene and cyclopentadiene have long incipient bonds (the longest for the butadiene 
and cyclopentadiene exo TSs) and low ~E101a 1M as compared to the remaining substituents. 
This dienophile, relatively more reactive, has an electron-rich C I =C2 bond and leads to a 
generally earlier TS. 
There are also significant differences in the incipient bond lengths between the endo 
and exo TSs for the same dienel dienophile pair; generally, the exo TSs have longer incipient 
bonds, suggesting TS formation earlier on the reaction coordinate. We also see that, for all 
X, the reactions involving cyclopentadiene have substantially shorter incipient bonds and 
tighter TS structures than the corresponding butadiene TSs. As with the 4,4-disubstituted 
cases, this indicates that the TSs involving cyclopentadiene are later on the reaction 
coordinate. 
C. Explaining Endo-Exo Selectivity 
Figure 3.1 can be employed to help rationalize the observed results shown in Table 
3.5. As noted previously, the I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene TSs do not have a 
significant preference for endo or exo addition. For these particular endo and exo structures, 
the favourable and I or unfavourable interactions that play an important role in deciding 
selectivity are likely quite comparable in terms of the degree of structure stabilization I 
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destabilization. For the I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene TSs, the endo reg ions of 
all of the endo TSs are nearly identical, thus the important interactions must reside in the exo 
regions, where there are again slightly ecl ipsing bonds. Since the C 1-X and C2-X bond of 
the dienophile are longer than the typical C-H bond, this bond-eclipsing interaction may not 
play as la rge a steric role as what is observed for the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentene I 
butadiene endo TSs and, in some cases, may even exhibit a favourab le effect. For example, 
the lone pairs ofF and Cl (bonded at C I IC2 of cyclopentene) may induce a small favourable 
interaction with the C I and C4 H's of the diene. When X= C =N, we see a sign ificant 6E;n1 
for the I ,2-di substituted cyclopentene I butadiene endo TS structure (-45 .1 kJ mol" 1), 
indicating a very favourable interaction when the diene I dienophile pair fo rm the TS 
s tructure. The I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene exo TSs have a methylene group 
s ituated at C4 of the dienophile, and this section of the cyclopentene ring bisects the C 1-H 
and C4-H bonds of butadiene. This CH2 group of the eye lopentene d ienoph i le is tipped down 
by approximately the same amount for each exo TS (range of 19.2° to 20.1 °), and any steric 
problems here should be minimal, if present at all. The incipient bonds are longer for the exo 
TSs, thus reducing possible steric interaction. in the endo region; in most cases, the X 
substituents at C I and C2 are tipped up and away from the n system of the diene. Any 
favourable or unfavourable interactions in the exo TSs are likely mall in magnitude and of 
minor importance, but at the same time they are comparable to those of the endo TS 
structures. 
An interesting trend is noticed in the I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentenel cyclopentadiene 
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TS structures. In Table 3.5, we see generally significant values for 8Eendo-cxo' with the endo 
addition being the preferred mode of addition in every case. The endo region of the I ,2-
disubstituted cyclopentene/ cyclopentadiene endo TS structure shows a structural feature that 
is consistent for all X: the methylene of the dienophile is tipped down towards the diene by 
nearly the same amount (range of 15.5° to 16.6°). This means that the exo region of the 
cyclopentadiene endo TSs is the most important region to consider, as this is where the TS 
structural differences lie. The methylene group of cyclopentadiene bisects the C-X bonds of 
the cyclopentene dienophile. In addition, these endo TSs have incipient bonds that are quite 
short, suggesting that the rehybridization of the atoms at the reaction center (C I /C2) of the 
I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene is more advanced, allowing for the upward movement of the 
X substituents (and thus away from the CH2 group of cyclopentadiene). When X= CH3, for 
example, the cyclopentadiene endo TS ha one of the longer incipient bond lengths of the 
group (2.247 'A), which indicates a less advanced rehybridization of the C I and C2 atoms of 
the dienophile. The CH3 groups are in clo e contact with the methylene H of the diene 
(distance of 2.147 'A), thus causing unfavourable steric interactions and increasing the 
reaction barrier. The I ,2-dimethylcyclopentene I cyclopentadiene endo TS structure also has 
one of the smallest, and thus less favourable, interaction energies in the group of substi tuents 
examined here. The situation is simi lar when X= F (an incipient bond length of 2.250 'A); 
the distance between F and the methylene H of cyclopentadiene (2.470 'A) allows for, in this 
case, a favourable lone pair---H interaction, again similar to what is expected for a weak 
hydrogen bond. This stabilization is reflected in the lower 8Eact for this endo TS . 
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The occurrence of endo selectivity for the I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene I 
cyclopentadiene DA reaction can be viewed in two ways; either the endo TS structures are 
very stabilized with significant favourable interactions, or the exo TS structures are quite 
unfavourable with high activation barriers. Since the cyclopentadiene endo TSs are neither 
particularly favourable nor significantly stabilized, as can be seen from the activation 
energies, it is believed that the corresponding exo TSs have numerous unfavourable structural 
characteristics that yield high reaction barriers. In reference to Figure 3.1, the endo region 
of the exo TS involves the C 1-X and C2-X poised above the n: system of cyclopentadiene. 
The incipient bonds are ubstantially shorter for the cyclopentadiene exo TS structures than 
for the corresponding butadiene exo TSs, but it is thought that, because the "non-bonded" 
distances are still fairly large, any favourable or unfavourable interactions would still be 
minimal in the endo region of the cyclopentadiene exo TSs. Conversely, the features of the 
exo region of the I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene I cyclopentadiene exo TSs certainly 
contribute to unfavourable interactions and raise the L\Eact· Here, there are two methylene 
groups in line with each other and in very close proximity, permitting the direct interaction 
of two H's. It is interesting to note that we can divide the substituents into two groups; those 
X substituents that have the lower L\Eact (X= C=N, H, and F) and those that have the highest 
L\Eact (X= C =CH, CH3, and Cl). The members of the first group all have H---H distances 
that are shott but comparable (for X= C=N, H, and F, the distances are 2.002, 2.050, and 
2.037 A, respectively). The members of the latter group have distances that are even shorter 
(for X = C =CH, CH3, and Cl, the distances are 1.984, 1.976, and 1.965 A, respectively). 
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Clearly, the X substituents that have the highest energy barriers possess methylene groups in 
their exo TSs that are in the closest steric contact with the methylene of the diene. In general, 
these unfavourable interactions in the cyclopentadiene exo TSs are sufficient reason for this 
isomer to have such high activation barriers. 
3.4. Conclusions 
The examination of the 4,4- and I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene dienophiles and their 
DA TS structures with butadiene and cyclopentadiene allows for the following conclusions: 
• The remote disubstitution at C4 of cyclopentene has essentially no effect on the 
stabilization and reactivity of the dienophile, and the properties of the e GSs tend to 
be very similar to those for cyclopentene itself. 
• The disubstitution at C I and C2 (directly on the reaction center) has a greater impact 
on the reactivity of the dienophile, which is reflected in the changes in the C I =C2 
bond lengths. 
• As shown in Tables 3.3 and 3.5, significant endo-exo selectivities (~Ecndo-exo) were 
determined for the 4,4-disubstituted cyclopentene I butadiene system (exo selective) 
and the I ,2-disubstituted cyclopentene I cyclopentadiene system (endo selective). 
• Reactivities of the GSs play a considerable role in the determination of the viabilitie 
of reactions and activation energy barriers (to a degree), but the deciding factor for 
the absolute observed reactivity, and thus endo-exo selectivity, are the important 
favourable and unfavourable interactions in the TS structures. 
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• Our designation of endo and exo regions as depicted in Figure 3.1 serves as a useful 
tool for analyzing the favourable I unfavourable interactions in the TS structures and 
for rationalizing the endo-exo selectivities observed in this study. 
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Chapter 4 
The Diels-Alder Reactions and Dimerizations of 5-Substituted 
Cyclopentadienes : Selectivity and the Reaction Coordinate 
Background and Preamble 
The previously discussed cyclopentene study (Chapter 3) helped us to understand that, 
in cases where SOl is not a contributing factor to the determination of endo-exo selectivity, 
it can be difficult to pinpoint exactly what the major determinant actually is. We continue 
to believe that the explanation is not a simple one, and many factors may contribute to the 
results we see from our calculations. 
The cyclopentadiene di merization investigation by this group began a number of years 
ago, before the discovery of the true nature of the dimer TS and the existence of the Cope TS, 
first discussed by Caramella et al. in 2001. Our goal at the time continued to be the 
examination of the effect of substituents on the stabilization of reactants, the importance of 
deformation energies, endo-exo selectivities, non-bonded electrostatic and steric interactions 
and the resulting effects on molecular tructure, etc. In this dimer study, while we strived to 
reach the same objectives as we usually did, the characterization of the potential energy curve 
of the endo dimerization was too tempting to ignore. Consequently, a discussion of the 
results of an intrinsic reaction coordinate calculation and a thoughtful analysis of the 
distribution of products became part of the research as well. 
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The Diels-Alder Reactions and Dimerizations of 5-Substituted 
Cyclopentadienes : Selectivity and the Reaction Coordinate 
Abstract: The Diels-Alder reactions of some 5-substituted cyclopentadienes were examined 
at the HF and B3L YP levels of theory using the 6-31 G(d) basis set. Cyclopentadiene is 
substituted at C5 with CH2-0, Cl, and F. For the cyclodimerization reactions, activation 
barriers indicate that the endo mode of addi tion is significantly preferred over the exo mode 
in every case. Facial selectivities and deformation energies are also presented and discussed, 
emphasizing the important and sometime very costly role of reactant deformation. The 
Diels-Alder reactions of cyclopentadiene with 5-substituted cyclopentadiene (the "mixed 
pairs", substitution by Cl or F) also exhibited endo selectivity and similar facial selectivities 
as the dimerization reactions. An intrin ic reaction coordinate calculation of the parent 
cyclopentadiene endo dimerization at the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level indicates that the potential 
energy curve proceeds from the higher energy bispericyclic transition state, which 
incorporates both the 14+21 and l2+41 cycloaddition paths, to the Cope transition state before 
progressing toward products. We have analyzed the path connecting these two transition 
states, including the nature of their imaginary frequencies and the distribution of final 
products. 
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4.1. Introduction 
At room temperature, the cyclopentadiene monomer is not stable, and it dimerizes 
quite rapidly to form dicyclopentadiene. This dimerization yields the endo product 
exclusively, although it can be prompted to form the exo cycloadduct upon heating (I ). A 
1992 study by McClinton and Sik (2) confirmed the very rapid dimerization of 5-
fluorocyclopentadiene, as well as the tendency for some substituted ethene to undergo Diels-
Alder (DA) cycloadditions with the fluorinated diene to yield only syn addition products. 
Breslow et al. (3) showed that some 5-halocyclopentadienes (Cl, Br, and I) dimerize faster 
than cyclopentadiene itself. In addition, a solution of 5-chlorocyclopentadiene and an excess 
of unsubstituted cyclopentadiene yielded only the dimer with no indication of reaction 
between the unsubstituted cyclopentadiene and the ch loro derivative. It was clear that the 
presence of halogen enhanced the reactivity of the 5-halocyclopentadienes as both dienes and 
dienophiles. The halogen-substituted dimer products revealed that the preferential mode of 
addition was anti/anti; that is, both C5- ubstituents in the dimer product were located anti to 
the reacting face. Froese and co-workers (4) studied the cyclodimerization of substituted 
cyclopentadiene both experimentally and theoretically. Experimental results showed that 
the ox irane compound (the CH2-0 substituent at the C5-position) cyclodimerized to yield the 
syn/syn and anti/syn products in a 3: I ratio. Calculations at the HF/6-31 G(d) level gave 
activation barriers forthefourdifferentmodesofendoaddition: approximately 135.6, 147.3, 
155.6, and 165.7 kJ mol-1 for syn/syn, anti/syn, syn/anti , and anti/anti addition, respectively. 
Froese et al. noted the high degree of asynchronicity in the incipient bond formation in the 
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transition state (TS) tructures. 
For a number of decades, one of most heated debates in the literature involved the 
mechanism of the DA reaction. While few would argue today that the cycloaddition proceeds 
in a concerted manner through a single and generally asynchronous TS, researchers till probe 
this very is ue. Mechanistic tudie in recent years have considered both the possibility of 
competing pathways in the DA reaction as well as the feasibility of a diradical or stepwise 
mechanism. The majority confirm that diradical pathways to reaction are generally higher 
in energy and therefore less favourable than the concerted paths (5). The intrinsic reaction 
coordinate (IRC) of a chemical reaction can be determined computationally and has become 
an important tool in the search for answers to mechanistic questions. An IRC can serve as 
an illustration of the step-by-step changes in the molecular structure as it progresse through 
the reaction. For atypical reaction , the IRC calcu lation can provide a wealth of information 
that may prove u eful in addressing some of the more ambiguous case . 
A communication in 200 I by Caramella et al. (6) was, to our knowledge, the fir t to 
identify the existence of the bispericyclic (BPC) TS in the endo dimerization of 
cyclopentadiene. This group examined the potential energy surface of the cyclopentadiene 
dimerization at the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level of theory. The endo TS structure (TS 7N, ref. 6) 
displayed a bond formation that was highly a ynchronous and almost diradicaloid in nature. 
This structure had C2 symmetry with one short incipient bond ( 1.94 A) and two longer ---
interactions (both 2.90 A). These structural characteristics, coupled with IRC results, led 
Caramella and co-workers to conclude that TS 7N was a BPC TS, the point at which the 
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[4+2] and [2+41 cycloaddition paths have merged. The product side of the IRC calculation 
indicated an eventual breaking of the C2 symmetry at a bifurcation point and the divergence 
of the path in two different directions, leading to the equivalent [4+21 and [2+41 
cycloadducts. 
According to the authors, at the beginning of the IRC (product side), the path steps 
toward a lower energy structure called a Cope TS (TS 9, ref. 6), so-called because of its 
similarity to the TS of the Cope rearrangement as proposed by Woodward and Katz (7). The 
IRC calculated by Caramella avoided the Cope TS due to the divergence at the bifurcation 
point. 
Thi. group continued to investigate reactions which involved BPC TS structures and 
merged reaction paths (8), as did other researchers (9). We will also brieny explore the 
reaction path of the endo cyclopentadiene dimerization reaction with the aid of an IR 
calculation. Thi part of the inve. tigation is intended to address our curio ity in the 
interesting (but not unique) BPC TS structure and its path toward products. While the 
mechanism is still concerted. it is significantly different from what is considered "typical" 
for aDA reaction and is definitely more complicated. 
4.2. Computational Methods 
The present study focuses on the DA reactions of 5-substituted cyclopentadienes: the 
dimerization reactions (ie. identical reactants) are discussed first, followed by the DA 
reactions of 5-. ubstituted cyclopentadienes with cyclopentadiene itself (termed for current 
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purposes as "mixed pairs"). Both endo-exo and anti-syn addition possibilities were 
considered for these model systems, and all possible TS structures for the different modes 
were determined. For each of the endo DA reactions, we have obtained two different fir t-
order saddle points, the BPC TS (which may be referred to in the text as the endo DA TS) 
and the Cope TS tructures. The reaction path of the exo cycloaddition involves a single DA 
TS only. 
The BPC TS and Cope TS tructures for the endo additions, the exo TS structures, 
and the ground state (GS) structures were all obtained at the HF/6-31 G(d) and B3L YP/6-
31 G(d) levels of theory using the Gaussian 03 program (I 0). In addition, the BPC TS, the 
Cope TS, and the exo TS structures of the parent cyclopentadiene dimerization reaction were 
determined at the MP2/6-31G(d) and B3PW91/6-31G(d) levels. Vibrational frequency 
calculations confirmed that all GS structures had real frequencies and all TS structures had 
a single imaginary frequency. An fRC calculation was necessary for the exploration of the 
reaction path of the endo addition reaction; this calculation was performed at the B3L YP/6-
31 G(d) level for the parent cyclopentadiene endo dimerization. In addition, frequency 
calculations were performed at various points along the reaction path, also at the B3L YP/6-
31 G(d) level. 
The notation, "diene face/dienophile face", is used throughout the text. For example, 
in the exo TS structure shown on the right in Figure 4.1, the diene (bottom) is substituted at 
CS with Cl , as i the dienophile (top). The designation for this exo TS structure is "anti/anti" . 
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Figure 4.1. The numbering scheme for the endo DA TS and the exo DA TS structures, using 
the optimized geometries of the CI- ubstituted cyclopentadiene anti/anti cycloaddition as 
examples. 
4.3. Results and Discussion 
4.3.1. Choice of Theory 
Without question, one of the mo t important deci ton to make before commencing 
a computational inve tigation of organic reactions i the leve l of theory and ba is et to be 
used. Many studies of cycloaddition reactions have indicated that the inexpen ive B3L YP 
density functional level of theory coupled with the 6-3 L G(d) basis set perform very well and 
provides reliable geometries and energie. for reactants, products, and TS structures ( I I). For 
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this reason, the discussion will focus on the re ults obtained at the B3L YP level. All 
preliminary structures were determined at the HF/6-31 G(d) level of theory and these results 
are included in Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4. However, discussion of the HF data will be 
minimal. 
We were inclined to briefly examme the performance of two other methods 
incorporating e lectron correlation, in addition to B3L YP. Full geometry optimizations were 
performed at the MP2 and B3PW91 levels of theory using the same basis set; these theories 
are considered to be well-tested and reliable and can serve as a basis for comparison to the 
B3L YP results. The endo activation energie., endo-exo selectivities, and incipient bond 
lengths of the three TSs (DA endo/exo, Cope) for the parent cyclopentadiene dimerization 
are given in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. A comparison of the endo activation energies and the endo-exo electivities (~Eact and ~endo-exo respectively in kJ mor') 
for the cyclopentadiene dimerization reaction at different levels of theory. The incipient bond lengths (A) of the cyclopentadiene 
dimer TS structures are also shown. 
incipient bond lengths 
level of theory ~Eact ~Eendo-exo (/ BPC TS (DA endo) Cope TS exo TS (endo) 
C10-C3 C6-C5 C8-C1 Cl0-C3 C6-C5 C8-Cl C5-C6 Cl-C8 
HF/6-31G(d) 170.7 -10.7 3.268 2.031 2.392 2.509 1.600 2.509 2.128 2.302 
MP2/6-31G(d) 23.5 -16.0 2.804 2.093 2.804 2.490 1.610 2.490 2.170 2.426 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 81.1 -11.8 2.897 1.962 2.897 2.646 1.636 2.646 2.063 2.510 
B3PW91/6-31G(d) 68.5 -11.6 2.881 2.024 2.881 2.556 1.615 2.556 2.105 2.509 
11 The negative signs for the selectivities indicate the degree of endo preference. 
Experimentally, the dimerization of cyclopentadiene yield only the endo product 
with a gas pha e reaction barrier of 14.9- 16.9 kcal mol·1 (62.3- 70.7 kJ mol-1) (4). Many 
ab initio studies on OA reactions have shown that electron correlation i · required to obtain 
activation barrier in close agreement with experiment. In general, calculations at the HF 
level tend to significantly overestimate activation barriers, whereas MP2 calculations often 
underestimate them; this is indeed the case for the present study as well (Table 4.1 ). The two 
OFT methods, however, reproduce the experimental endo activation barrier quite well (81.1 
and 68.5 kJ mol-1 for B3LYP/6-31 G(d) and B3PW91 /6-31 G(d), respectively). In addition, 
Table 4.1 shows that the ~Eendo-cxo values for the HF and OFT methods do not differ 
appreciably (I 0.7, 11.8, and 11.6 kJ mol-1 for the HF, B3L YP, and B3PW91 theories, 
respectively), while the MP2 calculation give a larger ~Eencto-cxo of 16.0 kJ mol-1 • 
The effect of electron correlation on molecular geometry is clearly seen upon 
examination of the optimized endo OATS tructures depicted in Figure 4.2. Recall that the 
endo OATS for the parent cyclopentadiene dimerization has been proposed to be a "mixture" 
of the [4+2] and [2+4] reaction path (6). This implies that the endo OATS is composed of 
two reactants that are identical and indistinguishable; in essence, both reactants can serve as 
either the diene or dienophile and the entire molecular structure has 2 symmetry. This point 
will be confirmed quantitatively by B3L YP/6-31 G(d) deformation energies (shown later in 
Tables 4.5 and 4.6). 
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I-IF MP2 
B3LYP B3PW91 
Figure 4.2. The optimized DA TS geometries for the cyclopentadiene endo dimerization at 
four leve ls of theory: HF, MP2, B3L YP, and B3PW91 , all with the 6-3 1 G(d) basis set. 
Se lected C=C, C-C (bold) and C-H (hold italic ) bonds are shown . 
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Figure 4.2 includes a selection of C=C, C-C, and C-H bonds of the endo DA TS 
structures for the parent cyclopentadiene dimer, obtained at the HF, MP2, B3L YP, and 
B3PW91 levels of theory. Table 4.1 contains the incipient bond lengths for these structures. 
It is evident that the HF method doe not optimize to a structur that is C2-symmetric, 
whereas the three levels incorporating electron correlation do yield the expected C2 geometry. 
There was an attempt to obtain a C2-symmetric endo DA TS structure for this 
cyclopentadiene dimer at HF/6-31 G(d) using MUNgauss ( 12) by placing certain geometric 
constraints on the input structure. The result, intere tingly, wa a second-order addle point. 
The two imaginary frequencies for thi tructure depict modes imilar to what we will 
encounter later in the examination of the reaction coordinate in ection 4.3.4. The imaginary 
frequency with the largest magnitude closely resembles the imaginary vibrational mode of 
the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) optimized DA endo TS structure: mainly the strong C6---C5 vibration. 
The other mailer imaginary frequency represents a ee-saw motion (alternating CIO--- 3 
and C8---C I stretches) similar to that of the Cope TS structure. The e modes will be covered 
in more detail later. However, as seen in Table 4.1 , the HF calculations do yield the proper 
C2 symmetry for the lower energy Cope TS for the cyclopentadiene dimerization. It is 
necessary to point out that not all of the 5- ubstituted cyclopentadiene dimers studied here 
have C2 symmetry; for example, the endo DA and Cope TS tructures for the anti/syn 
cyclodimerizations all have C 1 symmetry. For those that are C2-symmetric, HF calculations 
fail to yield the proper C2 structures for the endo DA TSs throughout this study, regardless 
of substituent. In contrast, this method cons istently gives the correct C2-symmetric structures 
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for the C2 Cope TSs. 
Due to the importance of including electron correlation in these calculations and the 
inability of HF theory to achieve proper symmetry in particular. tructure , it was decided that 
the bulk of the discussion would focus on the analy is of the B3L YP data. 
4.3.2. Diels-Aider Dimerization Reactions of 5-Substituted Cyclopentadienes 
4.3.2.1. Endo-Exo and Facial Selectivities 
TheDA reaction of two identical dienes allows for either of the reactants to act as the 
diene or the dienophile. Indeed, it is thi very feature of the dimerization reaction that makes 
it interesting to study. Table 4.2 di plays the HF/6-31 G(d) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d) calculated 
endo-exo selectiv ities for the 5-substituted cyclopentadiene dimerization reactions. All 
possible modes of addition were examined. The anti/syn and syn/anti endo DA TS structures 
are identical for both levels of theory. 
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Table 4.2. HF and B3L YP endo-exo selectivities (kJ mol-') for the dimerization reactions 
of 5-substituted cyclopentadiene and the DA reactions of 5-substituted cyclopentadiene with 
cyclopentadiene. Cyclopentadiene is represented in the table a "Cpd". 
5-substituted Cpd dimers 
------------- ------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
LlEendo-cxo 
II 
C5- level of theory 
substituent anti/anti anti/syn syn/anti yn/syn 
CH2-0 HF/6-31 G(d) -23.2 -29.7 -30.1 -38.4 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) -23.9 -25.2 -27.7 -36.1 
Cl HF/6-31 G(d) -20.6 -21.5 -47.6 -53.0 
B3LYP/6-3 1 G(d) -22.7 - 19.1 -45.1 -50.0 
F HF/6-3 1 G(d) -25.2 -36.0 -34.6 -44.0 
B3LYP/6-31 G(d) -23.8 -29.0 -30.8 -43.3 
------------ ------------------- ------------- ------------ ------------ ------------
5-substituted Cpd/Cpd mixed pairs 
-------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
b ~Ecndo-cxo 
C5- level of theory 
substi tuent Cpd/X-Cpd X-Cpd/Cpd Cpd/X-Cpd X-Cpd/Cpd 
anti anti syn syn 
Cl HF/6-31 G(d) -15.8 -23.0 - 11 .2 -48.9 
B3LYP/6-3 1 G(d) - 15.9 - 18.2 - 12.2 -44.4 
F HF/6-3 1 G(d) - 16.4 -27.4 - 18.4 -33 .6 
B3LYP/6-31 G(d) - 14.7 -20.6 - 18.6 -31.2 
a Anti/syn and syn/anti addition give identical endo TS structures. 
" Cpd/X-Cpd anti and X-Cpd/Cpd anti give identical endo TS structures, as do Cpd/X-Cpd 
syn and X-Cpd/Cpd syn. 
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Because the dimerization reactjon usually yields only endo adducts, many theoretical 
studies concentrate exclusively on the endo cycloaddition. Thus, very little information i 
available for exo TS structures and hence ~Ecndo-cxo selectivities for these reactions. As 
expected, the 5- ubstituted cyclopentadiene dimerization overwhelmingly prefer the ndo 
reaction path for the systems shown here. For the majority of the 6Ecndo-cxo selectivitie , the 
HF/6-31 G(d) results are just slightly larger than those at B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d). fn all of the 
B3L YP cases, the largest ~Eendo-cxo is found for the yn/syn cyclodimerization and the dimer 
with Cl at C5 has the largest endo preference, 50.0 kJ mol"' . Anti/anti addition, in general, 
has the smallest ~cndo-exo selectivities; the values for CH2-0, Cl, and Fare 23.9, 22.7, and 
23.8 kJ mol·' at the B3LYP level, respectively. Another marked difference is observed 
between anti/syn and syn/antj for the Cl substituent; the endo preference fo r syn/anti addi tion 
is more than twice that of anti/syn, whereas the ~Ecndo-exo quantities for anti/syn and syn/anti 
are quite . imilar for the other substituents. This indicates a relatively large activation barrier 
for the Cl-cyclopentadiene syn/anti exo dimerization, since the endo DA TSs for anti/syn and 
syn/anti are identical. 
Di cussions of facial selectivities have consistently occupied a large share of the 
research involving DA reactions. Table 4 .3 and 4.4 show the endo and exo (respectively) 
facial selectivities for the 5-substituted cyclop ntadiene dimerization reactions. Again. we 
see that the HF/6-3 1 G(d) results closely resemble those at the B3L YP level. The ~E values 
displayed in these two tables are relative to the lowest energy endo (Table 4.3) and exo 
(Table 4.4) TS structures for each substituent. 
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Table 4.3. HF and B3L YP endo facial selectivities (kJ mol-1) for the dimerization reactions 
of 5-substituted cyclopentadiene and the DA reactions of 5-substituted cyclopentadiene with 
cyclopentad iene. 
5-substituted Cpd dimers 
-------------
------------------- --------------------------------------------
C5- facial selectivities (endo) 
substituent level of theory 
anti/anti anti/syn or syn/syn 
syn/anti 
CH2-0 HF/6-31G(d) 30.0 12 0 
B3LYP/6-31 G(d) 25.9 13.3 0 
Cl HF/6-31 G(d) 0 1.6 7.1 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 0 6.4 10.3 
F HF/6-31 G(d) 32.2 II 0 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 33.2 16.4 0 
------------ ------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------
5-substituted Cpd/Cpd mixed pairs 
------------ ------------------- --------------------------------------------
facial selectivities (endo) 
C5- level of theory 
substituent Cpd/X-Cpd anti or Cpd/X-Cpd yn or 
X-Cpd/Cpd anti X-Cpd/Cpd syn 
Cl HF/6-31 G(d) 0 7.4 
B3LYP/6-3 1G(d) 0 6.3 
F HF/6-31 G(d) 12.3 0 
B3LYP/6-31 G(d) 15.8 0 
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Table 4.4. HF and B3LYP exo facial selectivities (kJ mot· ') for the dimerization reactions 
of 5-substituted cyclopentadiene and the DA reactions of 5-substituted cyclopentadiene with 
cyclopentadiene. 
5- ubstituted Cpd dimers 
------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
C5- facial selectivities (exo) 
substituent level of theory anti/anti anti/syn syn/anti syn/ yn 
CH2-0 HF/6-3 LG(d) 15.0 3.3 3.7 0 
B3LYP/6-31G(d) 13.8 2.5 5.0 0 
Cl HF/6-31G(d) 0 2.5 28.6 39.6 
B3LYP/6-31 G(d) 0 2.7 28.8 37.6 
F HF/6-31G(d) 13.4 3.0 1.6 0 
B3LYP/6-31 G(d) 13.7 2.2 4.0 0 
------------ ------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
5-substituted Cpd/Cpd mixed pairs 
-------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
facial selectivities (exo) 
C5- level of theory 
substituent Cpd/X-Cpd X-Cpd/Cpd Cpd/X-Cpd X-Cpd/Cpd 
anti anti syn yn 
Cl HF/6-31 G(d) 0 7.2 2.8 40.4 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 0 2.2 2.6 34.8 
F HF/6-31 G(d) 10.3 21.3 0 15.2 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) 12.0 17.9 0 12.6 
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Beginning with the endo dimerization (Table 4.3), we see that syn/ yn 
cyclodimerization is c learly preferred for both CH2-0 and F; anti/anti is the least favoured 
mode of addition. The anti/syn and syn/anti facial selectivities are identical due to their 
identical endo TS structures and the value fall approximately midway between syn/syn and 
anti/anti for the e two substituents. The Cl substituent, however, exhibits a preference for 
anti/anti cyclodimerization, though not sign ificantly so. In this case, the least preferred 
syn/syn addition is higher in relative energy by I 0.3 kJ mol·' for B3L YP/6-31 G(d). 
The facial selectivities hown in Table 4.4 for the 5-substituted cyclopentadiene exo 
dimerization reaction exhibit preferences similar to those of the endo reaction. Syn/syn 
addition again yields the favoured TS structure and anti/anti is the least favoured for the CH2-
0 and F substituents. However, for both CH2-0 and F, the degree of anti/anti facial 
selectivity for exo addition is much smaller than what was calculated for endo addition. 
AI o, the anti/syn and syn/anti facial selectivities are quite small for the exo 
cyclodimerizations, with one notable exception: the syn/anti addition with CI as the 
substituent (facial selectivity of 28.8 kJ mol·' for B3L YP/6-31 G(d)). Like the endo facial 
selectivities for Cl displayed in Table 4.3, we see that the exo dimerization prefers anti/anti 
addition. A well, the syn/syn exo TS structure i remarkably high in energy relative to the 
anti/anti exo TS structure. Overall, the mo t significant facial . electivities for these exo 
cycloadditions are observed for the Cl substituent. This is quite different than what was seen 
with the endo facial selectivities, in which the Cl dimers exhibited only minor differences in 
facial selectivity. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------
4.3.2.2. Activation and Deformation Energies 
Since the focus of this discussion centers on the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) results, this level 
of theory was used to further examine the DA and Cope TSs for the 5-substituted 
cyclopentadiene dimerization reactions. Table 4.5 features the activation energies (~Eact) and 
deformation energies (~Ediencder and ~Edphdcr for the diene and dienophile, respectively) 
calculated at this level of theory. 
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Table 4.5. Activation and deformation energies (kJ mol-') for the Diels-Alder dimerization of 5-substituted cyclopentadiene at the 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) level of theory. 
flEact flEdef 
C5-substituent en do exo flEdiene flEd ph flEdiene flEd ph flEdiene flEd ph def def def def def def 
(endo) (endo) (Cope) (Cope) (exo) (exo) 
H - 81.1 92.9 52.7 52.7 126.4 126.4 66.6 44.4 
CH2-0 anti/anti 74.6 98.5 50.8 50.6 146.3 146.3 71.5 45.3 
anti/syn 61.9 87.2 45.8 46.7 140.8 123.6 70.0 41.2 
syn/anti 61.9 89.6 46.7 45.8 123.6 140.8 63.4 45.7 
syn/syn 48.6 84.7 42.5 42.4 116.9 116.8 62.7 41.3 
Cl anti/anti 57.5 80.2 43.4 43.4 141.3 141.3 59.9 41.0 
anti/syn 63.8 82.9 4 1.0 51.0 142.2 140.4 60.7 44.9 
syn/anti 63.8 109.0 51.0 41.0 140.4 142.2 80.2 48.6 
syn/syn 67.8 117.8 49.1 49.0 140.7 140.7 81.5 52.0 
F anti/anti 55.1 78.9 42.2 42.2 159.5 159.5 60.2 38.9 
anti/syn 38.3 67.3 37.2 34.4 153.6 129.6 60.4 34.2 
syn/anti 38.3 69. 1 34.4 37.2 129.6 153.6 54.6 42.1 
syn/syn 21.9 65.2 30.5 30.5 121.5 121.5 54.7 36.9 
Deformation energy represents the amount of energy required to "deform" the reactant 
diene I die nophile from its GS structure to its form in the TS structure; the TS "fragment" 
energy is obtained via a single-point energy calculation of the diene I dienophile fragment in 
the optimized TS structure. The ~Ectcr is usually the largest contributor to ~act for a reaction. 
TheDA endo and Cope TSs for the anti/anti and syn/syn cyclodimerizations contain 
a pair of reactants that are identical; this means that the C2 symmetry renders the TS 
fragments indistinguishable. For these two modes of addition, the C2 symmetry of the endo 
and Cope TS structures is confirmed by the identical calculated ~Edicnecter and ~Edphctcr for each 
substituent. This somewhat unusual occurrence of diene I dienophile indistingu ishability is 
only possible in cases where the reactants are identical , both are dienes, and there is C2 
symmetry at the TS (in this case, the anti/anti and synlsyn addition of two identical 5-
substituted cyclopentadienes). The four reactive carbon centers (two for each reactant) must 
be located in the optimized TS structure such that both f4+2] and [2+41 interactions are 
possible. This is the essence of the BPC TS, an example of which is depicted in Figure 4 .3. 
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Figure 4.3. The BPC TS structure for the CH2-0-substituted endo anti/anti cyclopentadiene 
cyclodimerization. 
Together, the reactant deformation energies (~Edicne cter+ ~Edphctcr) for each TS structure 
yield a total deformation energy (~E10131der) for that particular cycloaddition, and this quantity 
is typically larger than ~Eact· The remaining component of the ~Eact is the interaction energy, 
~E;111 (not shown), which has a negative value and indicates a stabilization of the reactant 
fragments in forming the TS. lnteraction energies will not be addressed in the present study. 
Table 4.5 shows that the modes of addition with larger ~Eact have generally larger 
values for ~Edicnedcr and ~Edphdcf• as would be expected. The ~Etmaldcr quantities for the exo 
dimerizations are all larger than those of the corresponding endo reactions, some significantly 
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so. We also notice that the diene deformation energies for the exo addition exceed the 
dienophile deformation energies in al l instances studied here, in some cases by as much as 
30 kJ mol·'. This is not unusual , since more bonds are broken I formed in the diene during 
the reaction. 
The quantities shown in Table 4.5 indicate some noteworthy features of the endo 
cyclodimerization and the endo and Cope TS structures. First, the parent endo DA TS 
structure yields the greatest ~E10131der ( I 05.4 kJ mol-'), more than any other endo TS examined 
here. Since the H atoms at the C5 positions of the reactants are not large nor very sterically-
hindering, this would not be an expected outcome. However, it is thought that the relative ly 
short C6-C5 incipient bond length of the parent endo TS structure ( 1.962 A) may help to 
explain the large degree of reactant deformation. Clearly, the large ~E101a1der necessarily leads 
to a large ~Eact (8 1.1 kJ mol-') and thus a higher reaction barrier. It takes more "effort" to 
reach this TS structure, and the reactant fragments tend to deform to a greater degree and 
approach each other more closely. The result is a later and " tighter" TS structure with shorter 
incipient bond lengths. The C6-C5 distance in the other endo TS structures is about 0.05-
0.20 A longer than in the parent cyclopentadiene endo TS structure. 
On the opposite end of the scale (refer to Table 4.5), we see that the F-substituted 
syn/syn endo dimerization has both the lowest ~Eact and the smallest ~Eintatder of all the 
reactions studied here, regardless of substituent or mode of addition. As previously 
mentioned in section 4.3.2.1 , this TS structure is definitely the favoured one for F-substituted 
cyclopentadiene dimerization. The C6-C5 incipient bond length for this structure, 
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interestingly, is relatively short (2.090 A, compared to 2.1 39 A for anti/syn and 2.165 A for 
anti/anti addition). Considering the low activation barrier and the small degree of 
deformation in the reactant fragments, it is believed that there must be orne very favourable 
interactions occurring in the syn/syn TS structure that override the po sible steric problems 
of bringing two F-substituted dienes so c lose together in the syn/syn arrangement. 
An excellent correlation between activation energy and total deformation energy for 
both the endo and exo cyclodimerizations demonstrates the integral role of cyclopentadiene 
deformation in the feasibility of these reactions. Plots of ~Eacl versus ~E101a 1der are illustrated 
in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4. Plots of ~Eacl versus ~E101a'ucr (kJ mol-') for the endo and exo cyclodimerization 
reactions included in Table 4.5. 
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With R2 values of 0.98 and 0.97 (endo and exo, respectively) and nearly identical 
slopes, the regression lines clearly display a relationship between increasing activation barrier 
(and thus decreasing reactivity) and increasing total reactant deformation. In general, one of 
the reason for the endo preference in the e dimerization reactions is the . maller amount of 
energy required to deform the diene and dienophile fragments into optimal geometries fo r the 
endo TS structure. Since the combined ~M represents the largest percentage of ~acl' it can 
be inferred that the relationship depicted in Figure 4.4 demonstrates the importance of the 
deformation energy in determining the barrier to reaction and thus the degree of endo-exo 
. electivity. 
To this point, the Cope TS ha not been addressed to any great degree. The endo-exo 
selectivity of the cyclodimerization is determined by the ~Eacl of the endo and exo TS 
tructures. Consequently, the Cope TS plays no role in ~Ecndo-cxo · It is, however, an integral 
part of the endo dimerization potential energy curve, and s ince the endo cycloaddition path 
i the preferred one, a discussion of the Cope TS i in order. Table 4.5 li sts the ~Edicncdcf and 
~Edphdcf for the Cope TS structures of the endo reaction paths investigated. The degree of 
deformation in the e structures is sub tantial, which is expected since the Cope TS is later 
on the potential energy curve. The total deformation energies (~E10'a 1dcr) for these structures 
vary from 233.0 kJ mol-1 to 319.0 kJ mol-1• The structures themselves, however, do not 
reveal any significant geometric changes, only that the fragments are now closer together. 
On average, the distances between C I O-C3, C6-C5. and C8-C I are shorter by approximately 
0.4 A. Figure 4.5 illustrates this progression. 
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BPCTS Cope TS 
Figure 4.5. The BPC TS (or endo DA TS) and the Cope TS structures for the F-substituted 
cyclopentadiene syn/syn cyclodi merization. 
The individual deformation energies highlight some intriguing features of the Cope 
TS structures. Notably, the cyclic and arguably the most sterically-hindering CH:!-0 
substituent has the smallest deformation energies in the syn/syn Cope TS structures, smaller 
than even H! In contrast, the F-substituted anti/anti Cope TS has the largest ~E'owldcr of any 
other substituent in any other cycloaddition mode. Thi i curious because F i not 
considered to be a sterically-demanding substituent (it is, arguably, "smaller" than H), and 
the two F's in this particular Cope TS are on opposite sides of the structure (anti/anti). 
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Hence, one would not expect a large amount of reactant deformation in this case. 
It is important to remember that the Cope TS is a component of the potential energy 
curve of the endo dimerization reaction. As such, it is lower in energy than the DA TS, and 
has a lower (perhaps significantly so) ~Encl· The incredibly large deformation energies that 
we see for these Cope TSs is expected because the progression toward products has continued 
and the reactant fragments are much closer together. More importantly, the C6-C5 incipient 
bond length has shortened to such a degree that it is within 0.05 A of forming a C-C cr bond. 
This is depicted in Figure 4.5. Thus, the calculation of the reactant deformation energies 
involves a "breaking" of that C-C bond, which has an associated bond energy· this translates 
into large ~Edcr· The stabilizing interaction between the reactant fragments has also increased 
very significantly, and this would be reflected in the comparably large and negative ~Eim 
values. 
We will revisi tthe parent cyclopentadiene endo dimerization later in this study, as we 
probe the endo reaction path in section 4.3.4. We now turn to the second system of interest, 
the "mixed pairs" . 
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4.3.3. Diels-Alder Reactions of Cyclopentadiene with 5-substituted 
Cyclopentadiene 
The analy is and discussion of the dimers in section 4 .3.2 emphas izes some of the 
more interesting details of this DA cycloaddition reaction. For instance, there is C2 symmetry 
in a few o f the DA and Cope TSs, and the equivalence of the two cyclopentadiene reactants 
at these po ints on the potential energy curve is additionally verified by identical ~Edcf for each 
fragment of the TS structures. The "mixed pa irs", on the other hand, invo lve 5-substitution 
on onl y one of the cyclopentadiene reactants; in these TS structures, the diene I dienophile 
roles are unquestionable. 
4.3.3.1. Endo-exo and Facial Selectivities 
The bottom of Table 4.2 shows the HF/6-3 1 G(d) and B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) endo-exo 
selectivities for the DA reaction of 5-substituted cyclopentadiene (CI or F) with 
cyclopentadiene. As with the d imers in the prev ious di scussion, a ll possible modes of 
addition were investigated. The Cpd/X-Cpd anti and the X-Cpd/Cpd anti endo TS structures 
are identical for both levels of theory, as are their syn endo counterparts. 
The clear preference for the endo TS structures is indicated by the considerable 
negative values fo r ~Ecndo-cxo· The HF/6-3 1G(d) results compare well with the OFT values 
in some cases; others differ by as much as 7 kJ mot·' . For the B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) cases, we see 
that the magnitudes of ~Ecndo-exo fo r the Cl and F mi xed pairs are not as large and decisive as 
those for the C I and F di mers. Obviously, the presence of the second C5-substituent in the 
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dimer TS structures affects the reactivity (and the endo-exo selectivity), even if that second 
Cl or F atom is in an anti position and far removed from the reaction center. The largest 
selectivities are found for the X-Cpd/Cpd syn cycloaddition (44.4 kJ mol· ' and 31.2 kJ mol" ' 
endo preference for Cl and F, respectively). To a much lesser degree, the next largest endo 
preference for both Cl and F is the X-Cpd/Cpd anti addition reaction, although the first three 
modes shown in Table 4.2 do not differ appreciably from one another (Cpd/X-Cpd anti, X-
Cpd/Cpd anti, and Cpd/X-Cpd syn have an endo-exo selectivity range of about 6 kJ mol"' for 
both substituents). From the L\Eendo-cxo values shown in Table 4.2, we see that the endo 
preference is most pronounced in those case where the C5-substituent is located on the 
diene. However, since the Cpd/X-Cpd and X-Cpd/Cpd TS structures are identical for both 
anti and syn endo cycloaddition, it can be stated that this greater endo preference must be due 
to the relatively higher activation barriers for the X-Cpd/Cpd exo TS structures, particularly 
in the syn addition case. 
The endo and exo facial selectivities for the mixed DA reactions are displayed at the 
bottom of Tables 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. Due to the equivalency of the Cpd/X-Cpd and 
X-Cpd/Cpd TS tructures for both anti and syn endo cycloaddition, the facial selectivity 
question reduce to the simple preference between anti and syn (Table 4.3). As only two 
substituents were examined in this section of the present study, few conclusions can be 
drawn. However, the results at the HF/6-31 G(d) and B3L YP/6-31 G(d) levels of theory both 
show that Cl and F have quite different facial preference for these reactions. According to 
the B3L YP/6-31 G(d) data, Cl has a moderate preference to be in the anti position (of the 
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diene or the dienophile, since the two TSs are equivalent), while F has a strong preference 
to be in the syn position. This is similar to what was observed for the dimerization reaction 
involving Cl and F. 
Table 4.4 presents the four possible modes of exo cycloaddition and their relative 
facial selectivitie . For the Cl substituent, we see that the Cpd/Cl-Cpd anti exo TS. in which 
the Cl is in the anti position at C5 on the dienophile, is the favoured exo TS structure. The 
OFT results indicate that the only exo TS that is significantly disfavoured i the CI-Cpd/Cpd 
syn TS structure; it is higher in relative energy by 34.8 kJ mot·'. This corresponds nicely with 
the previous observation of the quite large ~Ecndo-cxo value for Cl-Cpd/Cpd syn addition. 
Since the Cpd/Cl-Cpd syn and Cl-Cpd/Cpd syn endo TS structures are equivalent, the endo-
exo selectivity of 44.4 kJ mot·' (refer to Table 4.2) is clearly due to the very high activation 
barrier (and low reactivity) of the Cl-Cpd/Cpd syn exo TS structure. For the F substituent, 
the Cpd/F-Cpd syn exo TS structure has the lowest energy of the four possible modes. The 
B3L YP results show that the Cpd/F-Cpd anti and the F-Cpd/Cpd syn exo TSs are close in 
relative energy ( 12.0 and 12.6 kJ mol· ' , respectively), while the least preferred exo TS in 
terms of facial selectivity is the F-Cpd/Cpd anti structure ( 17.9 kJ mol-'). While this 
particular exo TS is the highest in relative energy, this does not translate to the largest ~Eenuo­
exo• simply because the F-Cpd/Cpd anti endo TS structure is also relatively high in energy. 
The largest endo-exo selectivity is observed for the F-Cpd/Cpd syn addition (3 1.2 kJ mot·' , 
Table 4.2), in which the exo TS energy is moderately high but the endo TS energy is very 
low. Clearly, the substituents of choice for the present study have very different facial 
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preferences. In general, Cl prefers to be anti to the incoming diene or dienophile in the TS 
structure, and F prefers the syn position. These differences are more distinct in the endo TS 
structures. 
4.3.3.2. Activation and Deformation Energies 
The ilEac! and LlEder values for the 5-substituted cyclopentadiene I cyclopentadiene DA 
reactions are presented in Table 4.6. Again, the focus of the analysis remains on the 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d) results, and the table includes the activation energies and fragment 
deformation energies (~Edieneder and ~Edphder) calculated at this level of theory for all three TS 
structures. 
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Table 4.6. Activation and deformation energies (kJ mor') for the Diels-Alder reaction of 5-sub tituted cyclopentadiene with 
cyclopentadiene at the B3L YP/6-31G(d) level of theory. 
ilEac! .0.Edef 
C5-substituent en do exo Ll£diene ilEdph Ll£diene LlEdph Ll£diene ilEdph def def def def def def 
(endo) (endo) (Cope) (Cope) (exo) (exo) 
Cl Cpd/X -Cpd anti 66.7 82.6 49.2 46.1 130.0 140.9 62.8 42.9 
X-Cpd/Cpd anti 66.7 84.8 46.1 49.2 140.9 130.0 63.3 42.6 
Cpd/X -Cpd yn 73.0 85.2 46.4 53.9 129.0 139.4 61.9 47.3 
X -Cpd/Cpd syn 73.0 117.4 53.9 46.4 139.4 129.0 84.0 49.3 
F Cpd/X -Cpd anti 66.1 80.8 46.5 47.1 137.0 152.5 59.1 43 .3 
X -Cpd/Cpd anti 66.1 86.6 47.1 46.5 152.5 137.0 66.8 40.4 
Cpd/X -Cpd syn 50.2 68.8 40.3 42.1 129.2 119.4 58.9 38.4 
X -Cpd/Cpd syn 50.2 81.4 42.1 40.3 119.4 129.2 61.6 43.7 
TheDA en do and Cope TSs of the mixed pair systems have identical Cpd/X-Cpd and 
X-Cpd/Cpd endo TS structures for both anti and syn addition. The facial preferences for 
addition are clearly een in the values of the endo AEact; for instance, the endo activation 
energy for the equivalent anti pair forthe Cl substituent (66.7 kJ mol-') is less than that of the 
Cl syn pair (73.0 kJ mol-1). The opposite holds true for the F substituent; the identical anti 
pair is approximately 16 kJ mol-' higher in energy than the favoured syn pair. Interestingly, 
many of the exo TS tructures have very similar activation barriers. Of the eight exo TS 
structures examined here, six of them have ~Eact values in the range of 80.8- 86.6 kJ mol-' . 
As suspected, the reaction barrier for CI-Cpd/Cpd syn exo addition is quite high, thus 
confirming the conclusion that this particular reaction path is a very unlikely course for this 
DA cycloaddition. 
Overall, we see quite similar values obtained for the ~Ediencdcf and ~Edphder for each of 
the endo DA reactions studied here. The endo cycloaddition that has the largest ~E1013111cr is 
the case in which the Cl-cyclopentadiene fragment adds syn to the other cyclopentadiene 
reactant. Regardless of whether this Cl- ubstituted fragment is the diene or dienophi le (since 
the resulting TSs are identical), it does have a moderately larger ~Edcr than its 
cyclopentadiene partner in the TS; there is a difference of 7.5 kJ mol-' between the two 
fragments. The exo deformation energies for the mixed pairs how a trend similar to that of 
the dimers: the ~Edicncdcr energies exceed the values for ~Edphdcr in every case. The 1-
Cpd/Cpd syn exo TS structure, in particular, owes its significantly high ~Eact to the large 
degree of deformation (84.0 kJ mol-1) required by the Cl-cyclopentadiene to distort into its 
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optimal structure for the TS. In contrast, the Cpd/F-Cpd syn exo TS ha. a relatively small 
barrier to reaction (68.8 kJ mor 1). The smaller L1E10131der for this cycloaddition is consistent 
with the lower activation barrier. 
It i interesting to note the lack of correlation between the incipient bond length (a 
measure of the lateness I earliness of a TS) and the magnitude of the activation energies for 
the mixed pair reactions considered here. For example, the Cl-Cpd/Cpd syn exo TS has a 
very high activation energy ( 117.4 kJ mol-1), which tends to imply a large deformation in the 
fragments and a greater effort to reach the TS tructure. This might infer that the TS tructure 
must be later and thus " tighter"; we see that the C6-C5 incipient bond length for this structure 
is 2.093 A. In comparison, the CI-Cpd/Cpd anti exo TS has a much smaller activation energy 
(84.8 kJ mol-1), yet the C6-C5 incipient bond is even shorter (2.069 A). For the F substituent, 
we can consider three different TS structures: the F-Cpd/Cpd anti endo TS (L1Eac1 = 66.1 kJ 
mol-1, C6-C5 length = 2.066 A), the F-Cpd/Cpd anti exo TS (L1Eacl = 86.6 kJ mol-1, C6-C5 
length = 2.097 A), and the Cpd/F-Cpd syn exo TS (L1Eacl = 68.8 kJ mol-1, C6-C5 length = 
2.088 A). As shown, there is no clear trend in the magnitudes of the activation energies and 
the lengths of the incipient bonds. The F-Cpd/Cpd anti exo TS and the Cpd/F-Cpd syn exo 
TS differ in L1Eacl by 17.8 kJ mol-1, yet their C6-C5 incipient bond lengths differ by only 0.009 
A. 
The L1Edicncdcf and L1Edphdcr for the Cope TS structures associated with the endo 5-
substituted cyclopentadiene I cyclopentadiene DA reactions are included in Table 4.6. We 
observe, much like the dimers considered earlier, remarkably large deformation energies for 
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both fragments of the Cope TS structures, varying from 119.4 kJ mol·1 to 152.5 kJ mol-1• The 
anti and syn cycloadditions involving the F substituent, in particular, reveal some interesting 
aspects of these tructures. The F-cyclopentadiene, a either a diene or dienophile, undergoes 
a very large degr e of deformation (~Edcr = 152.5 kJ mol-1) for the anti Cope TS, and when 
combined with the ~Eder of the other cyclopentadiene fragment, the ~E101a 1dcr becomes 289.5 
kJ mol' 1• The C6-C5 incipient bond length of the anti Cope TS is 1.611 A; thus, this incipient 
bond has a very high percentage of cr character. In comparison, when the F-cyclopentadiene 
reacts syn to its partner, the ~Etowldcr for the syn Cope TS is 248.6 kJ mol·1 and its C6-C5 
incipient bond length i 1.626 A. The C6-C5 incipient bond length in the anti Cope T is 
shorter by 0.015 A, meaning the C6-C5 bond is more "formed" in the anti Cope TS and thus 
requires more energy to "break" it in the fragmentation of the TS structure; hence the larger 
~E1013 1cter· In addition, it is typically the 5-substituted cyclopentadiene fragment that demands 
the largest degree of deformation, and we see that this is not the case for the F- ubstituted syn 
cycloaddition reaction. It is clear that there are stabilizing and destabilizing factors in all of 
the TS structures in which F is involved (for both the dimers and mixed pairs) that cannot be 
pinpointed without very detailed examination . It i sufficient to state here that this highl y 
electronegative ub tituent plays a more significant role in selectivity than its relatively small 
ize would indicate. 
We now turn the focus of the discussion back to the endo dimerization reaction of 
cyclopentadiene. 
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4.3.4. The Endo Cyclopentadiene Dimerization: The Reaction Coordinate 
The examination of the reaction path for the endo cyclopentadiene dimerization was 
prompted by a number of factors. The existence of the BPC TS as reported by Caramel Ia et 
al. (6) wa intriguing in its own right, but we were also interested in the Cope TS, the lower 
energy first-order saddle point. At first g lance, the structures of these two TSs seem to be 
almost identical , but upon closer examination, one can see that the Cope TS structure is 
"tighter"; that is, the fragments have moved closer together. Further examination reveal an 
even more interesting aspect: the molecular motion attributed to the imaginary vibrational 
mode of these two TS structures are very different from each other. Caramella explicitly 
states that the B3LYP/6-3 1 G(d) IRC begins by stepping toward the Cope TS, but never 
reaches it. So the question posed is, what is the relevance of the Cope TS to the dimerization 
reaction and how is it connected to the BPC TS, if at all? We performed our own IRC 
calculation at the B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) level of theory and then analyzed the product side of the 
reaction coordinate point by point to di. cern what was happening in the region of the 
potential energy curve between the BPC TS and the Cope TS. 
Since the molecular structures on the path to products are quite simi lar in appearance, 
one would expect to see very similar vibrational mode for the structures along the path a 
well. There are two distinct imaginary vibrational modes, each dominating at different points 
on the reaction curve. The first, as pointed out by Caramella and his group, is a strong 
vibration of C6---C5 (as per our numbering scheme; refer to Figure 4. 1) and very minute 
movements of C I O---C3 and C8---C I . This symmetric stretch essentially depicts the 
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formation of the C6-C5 incipient bond. The animation of the other imaginary vibrational 
mode shows that the C6 and C5 are no longer moving relative to one another; that is, the C6--
-C5 stretch has disappeared. Instead, the C I O---C3 and C8---C I vibrations now dominate, 
moving in an alternating "see-saw" motion or asymmetric stretch. The imaginary vibrational 
mode of the BPC TS (or endo DA TS) is the incipient C6-C5 bond forming motion ; this 
mode embodies the nature of the cyclopentadiene endo dimerization because it incorporates 
the atomic movements of both the [4+21 and [2+41 reaction paths. The see-saw vibrational 
mode is the imaginary frequency of the Cope TS. Figure 4.6 illustrates the displacement 
vectors for these two vibrational mode . 
BPCT Cope TS 
Figure 4.6. The BPC TS and the Cope TS structures for the parent cyclopentadiene endo 
dimerization reaction. The arrows depict the main displacement vectors for the imaginary 
vibrational modes of each structure. 
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The potential energy curve obtained from the IRC calculation (representing the path 
from the BPC TS towards products only) is shown in Figure 4.7. The Opt= CalcAJJ option 
was employed o that the analytical Hessian was recalculated for each optimized point along 
the path. Frequency calculations were performed for a selection of points on the curve; this 
data, along with the corresponding energies and incipient bond lengths, are presented in Table 
4.7. 
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Table 4.7. Reaction coordinate data obtained from IRC and frequency calculation at 
B3LYP/6-3 1 G(d). Energies (Hartrees), frequencies (cm-1), and incipient bond lengths (A) 
are shown fo r structures along the reaction path of the endo dimerization of cyclopentadiene. 
The shaded area of the table highlights those structures with two imaginary frequencies. 
frequencie incipient bond lengths 
point on 
energy 
curve C6-C5 see-saw C I O---C3 C6---C5 C8---C I 
bonding 
BPC TS -388.1 7 124190 377.3 i 84.5 2.897 1.962 2.897 
I -388.1 7 135994 363.6 i 65.9 2.887 1.921 2.887 
2 -388.171 49307 351.0 i 52.2 2.882 1.902 2.882 
3 -388.1 7 167431 333.4 i 35.7 2.876 1.882 2.876 
4 -388.1 7 189693 310.2 i 19.2 i 2.871 1.863 2.871 
5 -388.1 72 15666 280.6 i 45.4 i 2.866 1.843 2.866 
6 -388.1 7244527 242.6 i 61 .8 i 2.860 1.824 2.860 
7 -388.17275 106 197.0 i 75.2 i 2.854 1.806 2.854 
8 -388.1 7306979 135.6 i 86.7 i 2.848 1.787 2.848 
9 -388. 17339640 38.5 i 97.3 i 2.84 1 1.769 2.841 
10 -388.17371 827 96.7 107.2 i 2.834 1.751 2.834 
II -388. 1740265 1 121.7 11 6.6 i 2.826 1.734 2.826 
12 -388.1 743 120 I 133.1 125 .6 i 2.818 1.7 17 2.818 
13 -388. 17456808 139.3 134.4 i 2.808 1.702 2.808 
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The BPC TS has a vibrational mode at 377.3 i cm-1, repre 'enting the C6-C5 bond 
formation; the animation of the mode at 84.5 cm-1 describes the alternating see-saw motion 
of the C IO---C3 and C8---C l interactions. The recognition of this vibrational mode as 
similar to the imaginary frequency of the Cope TS prompted us to proceed down the reaction 
path and pay particular attention to these two low-lying vibrations. The structures at points 
I - 13 on the curve (those following the BPC TS, Table 4.7) show a steady decrease in energy 
and a continued shortening of the C6-C5, C I O-C3, and C8-C I incipient bond distances, but 
the C2 symmetry is maintained. As shown in Table 4.7, both the C6-C5 bond formation 
mode and the see-saw mode are present for the majority of the path to products. The C6-C5 
vibrational mode, which is imaginary for the BPC TS, reaches zero and becomes real 
between points 9 and I 0. This is the first innection point. The see-saw vibrational mode, 
on the other hand, rapidly approache zero and becomes imaginary between points 3 and 4 
on the curve; this is the second inflection. Thus, there is a section of the reaction path (as 
indicated in Figure 4.7 and in Table 4.7) in which these two modes of interest are both 
imaginary. At point I 0, the sole imaginary frequency (I 07.2 i cm-1) represents the see-saw 
vibrational mode. The C2 symmetry is maintained in these structures, as is apparent by the 
incipient bond distances shown in Table 4.7. 
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Table 4.8. Reaction coordinate data obtained from TRC and frequency calculations at 
B3L YP/6-31 G(d). Energies (Hartrees), frequencies (cm-1), and incipient bond lengths (A) 
are shown for structures along the reaction path in the vicinity of the Cope TS. 
point on energy frequency incipient bond lengths 
curve (see-saw) CIO---C3 C6---C5 C8---CI 
26 -388.17589655 213.0 i 2.676 1.640 2.676 
27 -388. 17592292 218.0 i 2.666 1.639 2.667 
28 -388. 17593831 222.4 i 2.656 1.637 2.659 
--------------------------- ------------ -------------- -------------- -------------
Optimized Cope TS here (E = -388.1759450 15) 
---------- ----------------- ------------ -------------- -------------- -------------
28 -388.17594814 226.1 i 2.641 1.637 2.660 
30 -388. 17596825 228.3 i 2.626 1.636 2.670 
The data pertaining to the region of the reaction path just before and immediately after 
the Cope TS is presented in Table 4.8. By the time the reaction progresses to this extent 
(points 26 - 30), the vibrational mode associated with the C6-C5 bond formation ha 
completely disappeared and the see-saw vibrational mode is still imaginary. The optimized 
Cope TS falls neatly between points 28 and 29; a geometry optimization on the structure at 
point 28 minimized to the Cope TS structure in a single iteration. It hould be recalled from 
a previous discussion that the Cope TS is C2-symmetric; indeed, it appears that the C2 
symmetry is retained along the entire path between the BPC TS and the Cope TS. For the 
IRC presented here, it is at the Cope TS where the symmetry is broken (refer to incipient 
bond lengths, Table 4.8) and the reaction has "chosen" the path to follow; in this particular 
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instance, we see the C I O---C3 bonding distance shorten and the C8---C I distance lengthen 
considerably. Clearly, the resulting cycloadduct here will be from the formation of a bond 
between C6-C5 and C l0-C3 . Also, the plot illustrated in Figure 4.7 is slightly erroneou in 
the region immediately following the Cope TS. Obviously, the curve would not continue in 
the same plane as shown, as this would not serve the definition of a first-order saddle point. 
The remainder of the path to products must proceed in a plane different than the path prior 
to the Cope TS, or, by definition, the Cope TS could not be a true TS. 
There are a number of issues to address at this point. From our IRC calculation, it 
appears that the BPC TS and the Cope TS are indeed connected on this dimerization reaction 
path. This detail alone is intriguing, since there is typically a s ingleTS on the reaction 
coordinate of a concerted mechanism. However, mathematically, two saddle points on the 
same curve must connect through a minimum point. This would entail a s light "dip" before 
the Cope TS and the path through this saddle point would resemble a "shoulder" . Note that 
the energy difference between the BPC TS and the Cope TS for the cyclopentadiene 
dimerization is only about 12 kJ mot1; thus, we are attempting to characterize a very flat 
surface with an IRC calculation. Admittedly, it is possible that the B3L YP/6-3 1 G(d) level 
of theory is not the optimal choice for this particular task, in addition to the likelihood that 
a finer grid would be required for the integral calculations in order to properly define this 
very flat surface. One must a lso con ider the possibility of alternate paths that may rival the 
C2-symmetric reaction path in energy; this could be a description for the results obtained by 
Caramel Ia ' s group. In that case, the authors stated that the reaction coordinate encountered 
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the bifurcation point, and thus broke the symmetry and continued to product formation, 
before reaching the Cope TS. In our study of the reaction path, the loss of symmetry occurred 
at the Cope TS. This would mean the Cope TS is, by definition, the bifurcation point. 
Clearly, the potential energy curve of the en do dimerization is more complicated than 
it appears. However, where the Cope TS does seem to become very important is in the 
consideration of product distribution. The dimerization reaction is kinetically controlled, so 
the endo cycloadducts will normally be the only products formed. The endo dimerization can 
yield two possible products; one from the [2+41 cycloaddition and one fro m the [ 4+21 
reaction. The Cope TS is the transition structure between these two stereoisomers. In the 
unsubstituted cyclopentadiene dimerization, as well as the anti/anti and syn/syn 5-substituted 
cyclopentadiene dimerization, the resul ting [2+4] and [ 4+21 cycloadducts are identical. 
Regioisomers areal o a possibility, and the reaction with the cyclopentadienes in the other 
orientation will also yield a s ingle product: the enantiomer of the cycloadduct previously 
mentioned. As there is an equal probability for either regioisomer to form, the product 
di stribution will be a racemic mixture. 
The anti/syn and syn/anti dimerizations are a different story altogether. The anti/syn 
[2+4] product is equivalent to the syn/anti [4+2 1 product, and the anti/syn 14+2] cycloadduct 
is identical to the syn/anti 12+4] product. This means that the Cope TS for a mixed face 
dimerization truly does convert one product to a different product. For example, the ope 
TS would serve as the transition between the anti/syn 12+41 and 14+2 1 cycloadducts. Since 
the anti/ yn [2+4 1 and syn/anti [4+2] products are the same, one can think of the 
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rearrangement a being between the l4+2J anti/syn and syn/anti addition products. The e 
dimerization products are not equivalent; they differ in energy by 6.6, 17.1, and 15.1 kJ mol-1 
for 5-substitution by CH2-0, Cl, and F, respectively. Interestingly, the barrier for the 
interconver ion through the Cope TS is huge, approximately 130 kJ mol-1 from the higher 
energy cycloadduct for all three ca es. Comparing this to the typical ~Eact for the endo 
dimerization reaction itself (ie. reactants to the BPC TS, approximately 50-70 kJ mol-1), this 
reaction is not only remarkably exothermic but highly irreversible; equilibrium is not 
possible. The high barrier from product to Cope TS prevents any interconversion from 
occurring. Again, with an equal probability for either cycloadduct to be formed initially (and 
again considering regioisomers), the result will be a mixture of anti/syn and syn/anti products. 
Finally, an overall point to ponder is this: does the nature of the potential energy curve 
with the existence of the Cope TS play any kind of role in the determination of endo-exo 
selectivity? It is important to note that the endo-exo selectivity itself is determined from the 
B PC TS structure at the very top of the energy barrier. The occurrence of the Cope TS after 
the BPC TS on the reaction curve, while very intriguing, does not contribute to the high 
incidence of endo selectivity for the cyclopentadiene dimerization reaction. However, we 
believe that the wealth of p-orbitals available for tabilizing secondary orbital interactions 
(SOl) in the endo TS structure does indeed play a role in the lower activation barriers for the 
endo cycloadditions. 
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4.4. Conclusions 
In this study, we have investigated the DA reaction of some 5-substituted 
cyclopentadiene . U ing CH2-0, Cl, and F as the C5-substituents, we examined the 
cyclodimerization reaction (in which the reactants are identical) as well as the DA reactions 
between cyclopentadiene and 5-substituted cyclopentadiene. Our analysis focussed on the 
energy data obtained from B3L YP/6-31 G(d) calculations, including activation energies and 
deformation energies. We also discussed the very interesting potential energy curve of the 
endo dimerization reaction and reflected on the nature of the components of the curve and 
the distribution of products. At this point, we can state that: 
• for the cyclodimerizations, activation barriers indicate that the endo mode of addition 
is sign ificantly prefe1Ted over the exo mode in every case. 
• the syn/syn cyclodimerizations have the largest endo-exo selectivities and the 
anti/anti dimerizations have, in general, the smallest values for ~E~ndo-cxo · 
• some of the DA endo and Cope TS structures in the dimerization reactions are C2-
symmetric. This symmetry is confirmed by identical ~Edi~nedcr and ~Edphdcr values for 
the fragments. This diene I dienophile indistinguishability is only possible in those 
cases where the reactants are identical and both are dienes. 
• there is an excellent correlation between activation energy and total deformation 
energy for both the endo and exo cyclodimerizations. 
• the Cope TS structures, located later on the potential energy curve, have a substantial 
degree of deformation (generally in the 150-300 kJ mol-1 range). The structures 
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themselves, however, do not reveal any s ignificant geometric changes from the DA 
TS structure, only that the fragments are much closer together. 
• for both the dimerizations and the mixed pair reactions, the Cl substituent generally 
exhibits a preference for the anti position while F usually has a strong preference to 
be in the syn position. 
• in the investigation of the potential energy curve of the cyclopentadiene endo 
dimerization reaction, we see two distinct imaginary vibrational modes, each 
dominating at different points on the reaction path. The imaginary vibrational mode 
of the BPC TS is the incipient C6-C5 bond forming motion which incorporates the 
atomic movements of both the f4+21 and [2+41 reaction paths. The other "see-saw" 
vibrational mode is the imaginary frequency of the Cope TS. 
• the cycloaddition reactions of cyclopentadiene and its derivatives have many p-
orbitals available to contribute to favourable and stabiliz ing SOL and this very likely 
plays a role in the significant endo selectivity encountered for these reactions. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions 
The series of investigations that comprise this thesis all had a number of common 
goals. First of all, we believed that a better general understanding of the DA reaction was 
required, from the preferred modes of addition for various diene I dienophile pairs to the 
documented theories and explanations pertaining to the behaviour of these reactions. We had 
a keen interest in the effect of substitution on the dienophile in terms of the stabilization or 
destabilization of the structure. Since computational studies tend to look for trends in 
energies and structural characteristics as a way to explain or rationalize results, there was no 
need to complicate our DA systems; we chose simple dienes, dienophiles, and substituents. 
We looked at disub titution at different sites of the dienophile as a means of quantifying the 
substituent effect on the reactivity of the reaction center, the double bond. The main goal, 
however, was to pinpoint the determining factor (or factors) in endo-exo selectivity. We 
calculated activation energies, deformation energies, and interaction energies and made 
appropriate connections between these data and the structural characteristics of the TS. 
These characteristics included non-bonded electrostatic and steric interactions as well as bond 
lengths, bond angles, and incipient bonds. We maintain that the underlying reasons forendo-
exo selectivity are complicated and cannot be wholly attributed to a single factor. 
The cyclopropene study (Chapter 2) and the cyclopentene study (Chapter 3) both 
revealed some interesting features involving substitution on the dienophile. Mainly, the 
location of the substituent(s) dictates the overall electronic effect of the substitution; the 
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closer the substituents are to the reaction center of the dienophile, the greater the effect. The 
effect, of course, can be stabilizing or destabilizing. In addition, the degree of substitution 
(ie. monosubstitution versus disubstitution, Chapter 2) plays an important role in the stability 
of the reactants; disubstitution tends lo ampli fy the stabilizing or destabilizing effect 
Quantifying the energetic effect of substitution can be a daunting task since any choice of 
isodesmic reaction to be used in the calculation may measure effects beyond the desired ones. 
This is especially problematic for DA dienophi les, as one is typically dealing with ring 
structures and possibly substitution on double bonds. However, sometimes si mply 
considering structural changes to the dienophile upon substitution can give orne indication 
of the resulting effect of substitution on the molecule. 
The bulk of the discussion for all projects involved the energy and geometric data 
pertaining to the various TS structures. While knowledge of substituent effects is 
worthwhile, the real story lies in the structure at the top of the activation ban·ier, the structure 
that ultimately determines the viability of the reaction as well as the endo-exo selectivity. It 
is well known that the DA reaction usually prefers endo addition, and the reasoning for thi s 
preference has been SO I. Because of this, some of the systems we chose either prefe1Ted exo 
addition, or, in thecaseofthecyclopentene dienophile, stabilization by SOl wa. not possible. 
These were excellent systems to investigate, as we were required to consider other avenues 
of reasoning. The dimers and the mixed pairs reactions in Chapter 4 were all endo selective 
and we concur that SOl likely plays a significant role in these cases. 
Activation barriers are composed of deformation energies and energies of interaction. 
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We tended to see greater deformations in the structures of the dienes than the dienophiles. 
This made sense because dienes have three bonds that are changing significantly compared 
to one bond in the dienophiles. It is believed that sometimes the favourable I unfavourable 
interactions between the diene and dienophile may be amplified or reduced during the 
deformation process. This can be a reason why the interaction energies often do not clearly 
relate to what is seen in the TS structure itself since the interactions may have been contended 
with during the deformation process and are part of the deformation energy. [n Chapter 4, 
we discussed deformation energies at length , especially for the Cope TS structure. Located 
quite far along on the reaction coordinate, this TS structure had incredibly large total 
deformation energies, usually in excess of 200 kJ mol-1• 
Finally, in our quest to rationalize activation barriers and thus endo-exo selectivities, 
we looked to the TS structure and the interactions between the diene I dienophi le pair. Many 
times, the endo-exo selectivity could be accounted for (in a qualitative way) by favourabl e 
or unfavourable interactions between the two reactants. These interactions sometimes took 
the form of close steric interactions. Steric interactions occurred when bulky substituent 
groups were in close proximity to some other part of the structure, as well as when short 
incipient bonds yielded tight TSs and various parts of the TS structure came into close 
contact. Electrostatic interactions, such as triple bonds or lone pairs on substituents 
interacting with different parts of the TS structure, could be attractive or repulsive. In order 
to be able to predict the effect of these interactions on endo-exo selectivity, it is essential to 
quantify the energetic cost of these interactions. Until this can be achieved, it remains 
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necessary to consider the energy and structural characteristics of the TS structures and make 
connections between them on a case-by-case basis. 
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